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Editors’ Note
On a Sunday afternoon last fall, the 2005-2006 editorial staff of Women’s
and Gender Studies in Review Across Disciplines gathered for the first
time to get to know each other, to become better acquainted with the
journal and to explore the ways in which we would articulate the journal’s
mission through its content. Starting with that initial conversation, we
began to envision Intersections: Women’s and Gender Studies in Re-
view Across Disciplines. Issue Four bears a new name and a new look,
but its mission remains true to that of its founders: it is a graduate student
publication committed to promoting the interdisciplinary research of
women and gender and to creating a feminist-centered space wherein
members of all academic disciplines can explore the depth and breadth
of the study of women and gender. The name Intersections is significant
to us as it reflects the interconnected nature of the study of women and
gender. Our research can seldom be neatly identified or confined within
one discipline or department, nor can the constructions “women,”
“men,” “gender,” or even “GLBTQ.” Rather, all intersect, each one build-
ing off another.

Our theme, “Gender in a Global ‘State,’” grew out of our recognition
that the “state” of gender is ever-changing. From the state of women’s
and gender studies in the academy to issues centered around women,
gender and feminism in the political context of a state, we as students,
activists, researchers and feminists both enjoy and struggle with the all-
encompassing and amorphous nature of a “state.” When we set the
theme last fall, we recognized its timeliness and hoped it would help us
bridge different academic disciplines, further articulate our mission and
promote critical consideration of women and gender. We hope the
content of Intersections will encourage and inspire people to think cre-
atively about the current state of women’s and gender studies locally,
globally and across disciplines.

This year’s essays respond to the theme by exemplifying the interdiscipli-
nary and transnational nature of women’s and gender studies. Kyle
Brillante’s essay “Men as Students in Women’s Studies” highlights the
often misunderstood and undervalued experiences of men students in
the academic realm of the Western feminist movement. Nandini Dhar’s
essay, “Narratives of Everyday Resistance and Politics of Feminist Self-
Representation in Fatima Mernissi’s Dreams of Trespass,” elucidates how
the feminist politics of an African-Arab feminist scholar shaped her rep-
resentations of the agency and resistance of other North African Mus-
lim women. In her essay, “Prosecuting Juveniles: Gender Bias in Juvenile
and Criminal Cases,” Meredith Worthen examines how juveniles in the
United States are prosecuted differently for the same crimes based on
their gender. The evocative poems of Elisabeth Sharp McKetta illumi-
nate the complexity of the global construction of “woman.” Finally, Shara
Lange’s and Thuy-Van Vu’s compelling photo essay and accompany-
ing descriptive text highlight the state of female immigrants in France
and the rights of Muslim women as depicted in their forthcoming (Fall
2006) documentary entitled The Way North.



The book reviews represent contemporary scholarly work endeavoring
to reconceptualize mandates of the state, and thus the state itself. Gloria
González-López’s book Erotic Journeys addresses Mexican immigrants
and their sex lives. Given the current rhetoric surrounding immigration
and citizenship, consideration of this notoriously erased population is
imperative to discussions of the state and its impact on a multiplicity of
persons’ lived experiences.  Maureen Sullivan’s book The Family of
Woman addresses iterations of the contemporary family and parenting.
Considering the current social and political climate regarding who and
what constitutes a family and an acceptable parent, this work is also
integral to discussions of the changing state.

Our mission for this issue of Intersections included highlighting voices
from the community in order to continue and maintain dialogue with
those involved in feminist activism. Lisa L. Moore, an associate professor
in the English department and Women’s and Gender Studies, offers in-
sight on the challenges of queer organizing and activism in her piece
“A Doorway Instead of a Wall: The Gender and Sexuality Center and
Feminist Community at UT.” Sherri Greenberg, a former member of the
Texas House of Representatives, contributes a piece about the myths
and realities of women entering political careers, highlighting the chang-
ing “state” of political careers for women and drawing connections
between past and present themes of the journal. Both Moore’s and
Greenberg’s articles highlight aspects of activism and politics that influ-
ence the current state of women’s and gender issues within various
communities.
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Men as Students in Women’s Studies
Kyle Brillante

At the beginning of one of my courses last year, we participated in a “Finding
Voice” seminar. Reminiscent of women’s liberation consciousness-raising
groups, the activity was designed to not only encourage us to find our voices as
students, teachers and activists, but also to create and foster community within
the classroom. Our professor began the activity by having us rearrange our
chairs in a large circle. It was crucial, according to her, that we all see and be
seen by everyone in order for the activity to succeed. She explained that we
were to speak about our identity–as we define it–in relation to established,
prescribed categories. For example, we were to discuss major categories such
as our race/ethnicity, sexuality and gender. Sensing our discomfort at having
to disclose sensitive and private information, she said we were able to pass at
any time, effectively enabling us to forego describing our identity for that par-
ticular category. Once everyone had spoken about a particular category we were
to pause, engage in reflective writing about our spoken identity, and then re-
sume the activity focusing on another aspect. We began with race/ethnicity
and ended with gender. For me, as well as some of my contemporaries, it was
the first time we had ever voiced and made an attempt to describe our identi-
ties, let alone make such reclamations in an academic setting. To say that the
exercise was solely about finding one’s voice belies my struggle to articulate
and the burden of justification with which I was compelled to engage.

The exercise was particularly revealing to me especially when it was my
turn to talk about my gender. Fortunately, by the time I volunteered to speak, I
had plenty of time to prepare an explanation about my gender identity. It was
never something that was nebulous for me; I always assumed being biologi-
cally male that I was also, by default, gendered as male. But listening to my
peers describe their genders as “femme,” “butch,” “genderqueer,” “girl,” “re-
luctantly woman,” I hastened to realize the complexity of my gender. “Biologi-
cally, I’m male …” I began, and as I looked around the circle, feeling the eyes
and attention of my colleagues on my body, I became aware that there was
something newly strange about my maleness. “But,” as I continued with reti-
cence, “I’ve never been more aware of my maleness … than now” and it was
suddenly true. “Especially since I’m one of few ...” I scanned the circle quickly
once more to make sure, “if not the only male … here. So … I’m a man.” And
then things connected. I was a man–in fact, the only man–among women in
women’s studies.1

My discovery–which might appear extraordinarily mundane and obvious–
was exacerbated by one of my peers’ divulgences. She, like me, had never be-
fore, until I openly avowed my gender identification as a man, thought about
the implications of such an identity in women’s studies. For her and for me,
too, even though I was the only man, I was just like my female peers, first and
foremost, a student. Talking with my other peers about my discovery, I realized
that no one initially seemed to care or take any notice that I was, indeed, a man
in women’s studies. They knew I was a male–that fact was true from day one.
But like them, I was here to learn and that was not anomalous. Although it is
easy to dismiss, I, too, never thought my presence in women’s studies was ex-
ceptional. “A man in women’s studies,” I thought to myself, “surely I wasn’t the
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only one.” But really, why am I the only one?
From the inchoate inauguration of women’s studies in the academy to the

burgeoning women’s liberation movement, men could be found. In fact, even
before that, during the early and later stages of the suffrage movement, the
presence of men is perhaps best typified by the support of such prominent men
as Frederick B. Douglass and John Stuart Mill, to name only two.2 Much later,
during the women’s liberation movement, the National Organization for
Women, founded by the late Betty Freidan, elected a man, Richard Graham, as
its first vice president.3  Its charter also envisioned an organization comprised
of both men and women, together in an equal partnership to fight the scourge
of women’s oppression. The charter states,

We, men and women who hereby constitute ourselves as the Na-
tional Organization for Women, believe that the time has come for a
new movement of equality […] WE BELIEVE THAT women will do
most to create a new image of women by acting now, and by speak-
ing out in behalf of their own equality […] [not] in enmity toward
men […] but in an active, self-representing partnership with men.4

Less obviously, whether in the early Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)
and Left movements, whether as administrators and faculty in the academy,
whether as sympathetic supporters, or even as outsiders to woman-identified-
woman retreats, men in some form or fashion have always been there, pas-
sively or actively engaged.5 Most often though, the portrayals of men in many
feminist texts are as oppressors and antagonists.6 Most probably, these texts’
depictions more accurately reflect most men’s relations to feminism and
women’s studies. Although it is by no means a positive relation, it is still, how-
ever, a relation.

It is not my intent to deemphasize the role of women in the formation, or-
ganization, perpetuation and involvement in feminism and women’s studies–
for it has been obviously, rightfully, and most probably always will be a disci-
pline and movement spearheaded by women for women, held accountable to
women. Nor is it my intent to construct a genealogy of men related and in-
volved in some aspect with feminism and the women’s movements to prove the
value, or lack thereof in certain circumstances, of their presence. It is also not
my desire to dismiss the chauvinism and misogyny of many men involved in
opposition or within these institutions in favor of a more positivistic spin on
the history of men and men’s roles in women’s studies and feminism. Never-
theless, by showing the presence of men throughout the stages of various
women’s and feminist movements, I do wish to magnify and underscore the
relative dearth of men now interested and present in women’s studies. The
relative lack of men in women’s studies courses is problematic and disconcert-
ing, especially given men’s involvement in past feminist and women’s move-
ments. For women’s studies to continue to succeed and thrive within and out-
side the academy, their presence, that is, men’s presence–as both students and
teachers–will be a necessary and vital asset.

One of the most prolific and recognizable proponents of feminism, bell
hooks, has repeatedly advocated the benefits of feminism for everyone, includ-
ing men, most notably in her aptly titled book, Feminism is for Everybody.7

Elsewhere in Feminist Theory from Margin to Center, hooks describes “men
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who actively struggle against sexism” as having a place of utility in the feminist
movement.8 She rejects separatist ideologies which plagued the early feminist
and women’s liberation movements and argues instead for the inclusion of men
in the feminist movement. “Separatist ideology encourages us to believe that
women alone can make feminist revolution […] sexism and sexist oppression
[can] only be successfully eradicated if men are compelled to assume responsi-
bility.”9 Aligning the women’s and feminist movements to the civil rights struggle
and the important roles white leaders assumed, hooks calls on women to con-
cede that men have a primary role, a responsibility, in the feminist movement,
too. Men, for hooks, are the best equipped persons to educate and transform
the mindset of other males about the advantages and import of feminist theory
and feminist thinking. As a result, men should be invited, encouraged and em-
braced into feminism, viewed not as enemies or inconsequential, but rather as
“comrades in struggle” whose presence and support are requisite for the com-
plete abrogation of oppression.10

hooks’ essays forecast an influx of men reading, studying and teaching femi-
nism, heralded by their female counterparts as vital advocates and students of
feminist thought. Despite hooks’ demands for inclusion, feminism and women’s
studies have remained mostly the dominion of women. Even as feminist in-
quiry, thought and theory are incorporated and legitimated within the acad-
emy, as books such as Transforming the Disciplines: A Women’s Studies Primer
indicate, and women’s studies departments, centers and programs are created
and institutionalized, women’s studies and feminism courses still remain popu-
lated by women.11 Indeed, at The University of Texas at Austin, arguably one of
the most populous, if not the largest, universities in the US with an enrollment
totaling 50,000 students, not only am I the only man in the terminal M.A. pro-
gram for Women’s and Gender Studies, but I am the first man ever to be admit-
ted and enrolled.12 Unfortunately, at the undergraduate level the situation is
fairly comparable. Of the professors and administrators of women’s and gen-
der studies I talked with, many by their own counts estimate the number of
men as less than 10%–an estimate which many said was quite generous.13 Of
the male students in the Women’s and Gender Studies program at UT-Austin,
many of them entered by way of interest in lesbian and gay studies, queer stud-
ies and critical race studies, rather than from a direct affinity to feminism and
women’s studies. As Nan Alamallia Boyd suggests, using examples from her
home institution at Sonoma State University in California, the institutionaliza-
tion of queer studies through women’s studies is a boon to student diversity.
Queer studies, according to Boyd, invites “a new cohort of students into the
women’s studies community, students who inhabit queer bodies and/or live
the experience of multiple and overlapping gender, racial, national and sexual
identities,” many of whom are men.14 Thus, by way of interest in queer or criti-
cal race studies, men and minorities encounter and enter the women’s studies
classroom. The implication of Boyd’s supposition is that were it not for the
creation and evolution of queer, ethnic/race and gender studies alongside and
within women’s studies, the current diversity of women’s studies students–
including people of color, queer sexualities and men–would not be as rich. In-
deed, another underlying implication from Boyd’s essay is that were it not for
the subsumed amalgamation of these fields within and concomitantly offered
as women’s studies courses, many of these students quite possibly would have
never encountered or been exposed to the breadth and expanse of feminist and
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women’s studies scholarship, at least to the depth and scope available and har-
bored within a women’s studies course.15

Although by no means inaccessible to students outside of the women’s stud-
ies classroom, academic feminism, as Robyn Wiegman argues in “The Possibil-
ity of Women’s Studies,” is crucial, possible and necessary within the confines
of a women’s studies institutional space.16 That is to say, in order for feminist
and women’s studies scholarship to flourish, women’s studies courses, women’s
studies degrees and programs are expedient. For Wiegman, the institution is
critical because it grounds the reorganization and reanimation of feminist
knowledge production and academic feminism’s future. Only within the struc-
ture and solidity of disciplinarity will women’s studies scholars and students
be able to first-hand tackle, formulate and achieve the “radical openness of the
future” in feminism.17 Following Wiegman’s argument, then, undergirds the
need for students in a classroom to engage with and learn feminism and
women’s studies scholarship.

But why then is there a paucity of men in women’s studies? It is my belief
that the problem is far greater and deeper than men’s fears concerning the
stigma of women’s studies, or fears of being associated with the history and
stereotypes women’s studies and feminism conjure. Men do not exist in women’s
studies, except by way of entry through queer/race studies, because women’s
studies discourse does not allow men to exist. Women’s studies and feminist
scholars often make reference to the “student” of women’s studies and femi-
nism. The student in women’s studies, much like a typical student in any other
course, is often portrayed as attentive, engaged, the bedrock and future of the
discipline.18  This student–typically construed as a gender neutral person in
those texts–is anything but gender neutral when considering the reality of bi-
ology and human preference. Given the reality of the distribution of the sexes
across disciplines, that is, the demographic breakdown of sex by major and
major by sex, this student becomes female in much the same way a mechanical
engineering student becomes male. One need only look at the biological reali-
ties of a classroom–any women’s studies course in the nation will suffice–and
know that when a women’s studies scholar refers to a student, that student–
although not necessarily in reality–abstractly is implicitly gendered female.
Women’s studies teachers privilege women students by relying on furtive and
loaded gender-neutral, utopian-like descriptors to mask the sex of their stu-
dents. Women’s studies as a discipline falls victim to feminism’s avocation of
gender equality by only engaging in the use of gender-neutral descriptors which,
in this case, serve to prohibit men as students. At this point, Judith Butler is
helpful in elucidating how the women’s studies student works to privilege women
and prohibit men.

Analyzing the term queer and its use as a citation for the performative sub-
ject, Butler reminds us that the use of the current interpellation invokes “past
interpellations and binds the speakers, as if they spoke in unison across time.”19

Additionally, by echoing prior actions, the term effectively conjures the histo-
ricity of that name. Consequently, when the women’s studies student is invoked,
it recalls the women who engaged and propitiated feminism’s separatism, iso-
lationism and anti-man attitudes.20 This history of feminism is still acute in the
minds of people, eclipsing the examples of equal partnerships between men
and women in feminism I referred to earlier. It also evokes the past and current
domination and majority of women within women’s studies; the “accumula[tive]
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force of authority through the repetition or citation” of the term student in
women’s studies is woman.21 It is thus especially pertinent for women’s studies
scholars to be mindful of Butler’s question when using an identity term: “Who
is represented by which use of the term, and who is excluded?” For the women’s
studies student women are represented; men are excluded. This exclusion is
reminiscent of past tensions in women’s studies between women of color and
white women over women of color’s exclusion from the status of woman. Al-
though it is critical to be aware of whom the term women’s studies student
embodies, it is also significant to understand who it prohibits. Again Butler’s
brilliance is conducive to our understanding:

It becomes important to recognize that oppression works not merely
through acts of overt prohibition, but covertly, through the consti-
tution of viable subjects and through the corollary constitution of a
domain of unviable (un)subjects–abjects, we might call them–who
are neither named nor prohibited within the economy of the law.
Here oppression works through the production of a domain of un-
thinkability and unnameability.22

The women’s studies student as woman is the viable subject but only through
the corresponding binary, Butler’s “corollary constitution of unviable
(un)subjects,” in this regard, men.23 Men’s unsubjectness allows for women to
exist as subject, as student. This is why men are never mentioned as students of
women’s studies, this is why scholars of women studies–mostly women–have
yet to see the importance of men as women’s studies students because such a
position as subject, thinkable, nameable would depose a woman of her viability
and privilege as student/subject of women’s studies.

It is important to recognize that men are neither named nor prohibited
when women’s studies teachers use the term student, but neither are women.
In fact, many might argue, as Butler has pointed to, the utility of and the “nec-
essary error” of using a term, especially when needing to describe learners of
women’s studies and feminism.24  However, from the historicity of the term
and its past and current echoed interpellations, as well as the reality of biology
in the classroom, we know that the student reads woman, or at best woman
who is willing to work with man. Even if the intent is not to deny men as
students in women’s studies, the affect is still such. Men exist in the realm of
the unthinkable, the unnameable. Although it may seem like a necessary–some
may go as far to say even just–error, it is nonetheless egregious. We are op-
pressed, that is, prohibited and repudiated from ever being women’s studies
students so long as women’s studies continues to ignore the possibility of men
as potential subject/student on par with women in women’s studies.

For men in women’s studies past and present, we are never wholly students
in the position our female peers are. We are and will continue to be seen as
absent and elusive. As long as the scholars of women’s studies and feminism
continue to neglect the exclusivity of the term student in women’s studies, as it
belongs uniquely to women’s studies, the only students women’s studies will
attract will be women. Women’s studies must cease denying the existence of
men, and instead avow and need our presence, celebrate our value as think-
able, nameable subjects and attract more males. Up until now, hooks’ calls have
yet to be heeded; this is why women remain and will continue to remain the
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majority in women’s studies, much to the detriment of feminism and the future
of women’s studies. This is why gender studies is more appealing to university
administrators because it denotes, as well as connotes, inclusion. Everyone has
a gender, thus everyone can be a student. Yet we know from the reality of our
women’s (and gender) studies classrooms that the gender equality a name like
“gender studies” evokes is nonexistent. Here, as elsewhere, gender becomes
conflated with women.25

To achieve our goal of valuing men in women’s studies, as I see it, women’s
and gender studies must embrace the reality of “gender” and promote, teach
and offer their classes from gendered perspectives. Teachers must approach
perspectives which are not gender neutral, but rather, gender-positive, gen-
der-open and gender fluid. Fluidity, openness and honesty about the necessary
reality of gender in our lives and its various inflections must preface any at-
tempt to foster a gender-egalitarian class which successfully attracts all gen-
ders. Men as teachers of women’s studies and other genderqueer and gender-
variant identifying folks as purveyors and hired proprietors of feminism and
women’s studies scholarship should be welcomed and recruited by women’s
studies scholars. Together, these past, present and future embodied represen-
tatives of feminism in women’s studies classrooms, coupled with courses which
emphasize gender and feminism as applicable to everyone, will be the first foun-
dation by which we can bridge the gender gap of women’s studies. It is the first
and foremost action which is requisite for the future and viability of men in
women’s studies.

Feminism’s goals, as I understand them, are to end all oppression, not only
women’s oppression, but class oppression, heterosexism, homophobia and
men’s oppression, among many others. Women’s studies, then, exists as the
academic arena for the promulgation of the critical tools and methodologies to
recognize, understand and combat those oppressions. By prohibiting men from
existing as women’s studies students through disavowal and neglect, women in
women’s studies, and more broadly, women, become the only ones knowledge-
able and capable of conquering these goals. A women’s studies class comprised
of most if not all women precludes the achievement of feminist goals from reach-
ing fruition. To attempt to achieve fruition, women’s studies must recognize
the value and utility of education to anyone and everyone, and solicit men as
men in women’s studies.

Notes
1 For this paper, I will use the terms men and male to denote self-identifying and/or

biological males. The arguments made in this paper about the perception of these people
in women’s studies could very well be appropriated for more “masculine” persons or
persons who refuse to ascribe to normative gender roles. As I will show, these persons
threaten women’s studies space by their existence. However, since I am speaking from
my own experience as a biological male and self-identified man, the fulcrum of my argu-
ment will rest on my experience. Nevertheless, I do wish to encourage readers to think of
the many means by which women’s studies works to exclude students.

2 For more detailed information about their involvement in the suffrage movements
see Marjorie Spruill Wheeler’s One Woman, One Vote: Rediscovering the Women Suf-
frage Movement (Troutdale, OR: NewSage Press, 1995), particularly chapters 2 and 4,
written by Matilda Gage and Alice S. Ross, respectively. Also see John Stuart Mill’s The
Subjection of Women (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1995), chapter 1.

3 Ruth Rosen, The World Split Open: How the Modern Women’s Movement
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Changed America (NY: Penguin, 2000), 78. The organization elected two vice presi-
dents, one of which was Graham, the other a woman, Aileen Hernandez.

4 NOW Statement of Purpose from Feminist Theory: A Reader (Second  Edition),
ed. Wendy Kolmar and Frances Bartkowski (NY: McGraw-Hill, 2005), 211-13.

5 In the 1960s, the SDS emerged as a youth based socialist group focused on advo-
cating for civil rights, and is conventionally thought of as part of the New Left.

 6 For a well-known and oft-cited example see “Redstockings Manifesto” in Kolmar
and Bartokowski, Feminist Theory: A Reader (2nd edition), 220. See also Catherine
MacKinnon’s Feminism Unmodified: Discourses on Life and Law (Boston: Harvard
UP, 1998) and Toward a Feminist Theory of the State (Boston: Harvard UP, 1991). Even
Ruth Rosen describes an anecdote concerning Stokley Carmichael who said the only
position for women in the SNCC (Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee) is
“prone”; World Split Open, 108-110.

7 bell hooks, Feminism is for Everybody: Passionate Politics (Cambridge, MA: South
End Press, 2000).

 8 bell hooks, Feminist Theory from Margin To Center (Second Edition) (Cambridge,
MA: South End Press, 2000), 82.

9 hooks, Feminist Theory, 83.
10 Ibid.

 11 Elizabeth L. MacNabb, Mary Jane Cherry, Susan L. Popham and Rene Perri Prys,
eds., Transforming the Disciplines: A Women’s Studies Primer (Binghamton, NY:
Haworth Press, 2001).

12 As told to me by the WGS Graduate Coordinator. For current UT Austin enroll-
ment statistics: http://www.utexas.edu/academic/oir/statistical_handbook/05-06/pdf/
0506students.pdf 02/09/06.
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A Woman Needs Two Countries
Elisabeth Sharp McKetta

Cleopatra needed two: one for falling
asleep on sphinxes, another
for biographers who could make her
snake-eyes, black hair immortal.
Rome glimpsed the woman but Egypt knew a girl,
a blonde adolescent who couldn’t hold
her wine or rule a country.

You, marked by time-travel, know the secrets
of under-stair kitchens, of buying your own gold rings.
A woman needs one country for mythology,
another for resting while her portrait is done.

One country for fairy-tales at dinner-time.
Your country becomes your tale and a family leans in—
Nearby a rocking grandmother sits deafly.
Gilded by the firelight, she tells fortunes:
You will not marry, she says. You
have been unfaithful to motherlands.
No woman will trust you with her son.

                                  &

Here are the alleyways, the bridge arching over the Arno.
You open your jacket and a bird flies out. Open
your pockets and find
only a memory of the summer
you waited for Venus as she slid down the sky.
You rub it until the copper begins to shine.

In this country, you deliver nieces
out of seaweed and greet people
in parking lots who forget your name
and wonder where you’ve been. A woman needs
one country for shorelines and surgery,
another for cellars and the first sketches
of genius men. One country for questions,
another to escape the answer why
you (a woman) need (as women do) two countries.
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Narratives of Everyday Resistance and
Politics of Feminist Self-Representation
in Fatima Mernissi’s Dreams of Trespass
Nandini Dhar

“The Eastern woman is primarily a traditionalist. She is more closely bound by he-
reditary tendency than the woman of the West. One of her outstanding characteristics
has lain for years in her dependency and passive reliance upon her husband for eco-
nomic support and protection.”             —The Harim and the Purdah, Elizabeth Cooper

Introducing the Writer, the Book and the Project

This paper is an attempt to delineate and trace the narratives and patterns of
women’s agencies and resistances in an African-Arabic women’s memoir—
Fatima Mernissi’s Dreams of Trespass: Tales of a Harem Girlhood. Mernissi
has been an active feminist scholar who has sought to redefine the category of
gender vis-à-vis the North African anti-colonial movements, Middle-Eastern/
Arab politics, Islamic philosophy and the Western European and North Ameri-
can deployments of the categories of gender in the context of Western inter-
vention in North African and Middle Eastern politics. She was a well-respected
scholar in the fields of Gender Studies and Islamic Studies long before her mem-
oir was published. Mernissi’s publications before Dreams of Trespass include
her phenomenal books Beyond the Veil: Male-Female Dynamics in a Modern
Muslim Society (1987), The Veil and the Male Elite: A Feminist Interpretation
of Women’s Rights in Islam (1992) as well as her lesser known books, Islam
and Democracy: Fear of the Modern World (1992), Doing Daily Battle: Inter-
views with Moroccan Women (1989) and Women and Islam: An Historical
and Theological Enquiry (1991), all of which preceded the publication of her
memoir in 1994. This paper will explore how Mernissi’s feminist politics have
shaped her project of narrative representation of other North African Muslim
women within her autobiographical narrative.

Colonial Feminism and the Burdens of Representation

Elizabeth Cooper’s book The Harim and the Purdah: Studies of Oriental
Women was published in 1915 in New York. Describing her travels through
what she calls “the Orient” and what comprises a vast chunk of Asian and North
African territories spanning Egypt, Algeria, India, Burma, China and Japan,
the book might be described as an example of what came to be known as femi-
nist travel-writings in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Com-
bining elements of anthropological methodologies, such as ethnographic nar-
ratives and the narratives of her personal interactions with women of the “Ori-
ent,” Cooper provides the Western reader with certain broad frameworks within
which to locate the lives of the culturally and socially diverse (and often dispar-
ate) women she represents within her narrative. For example, in her introduc-
tion Cooper writes, “The woman of the Orient is a woman swayed by emotions,
by the heart instead of by intellect” (13). Such a broad and sweeping generali-
zation invokes a well-known binary where women are often relegated to the
realm of emotion in opposition to the masculine proximity to the world of logic,
reason and intellect. But what is especially important here is not the invocation
INTERSECTIONS: WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES IN REVIEW ACROSS DISCIPLINES
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of the gendered binary itself but the racialization which this binary goes through.
According to Cooper, it is not women who are led by emotions but, more spe-
cifically, “Oriental” women who belong to the world of emotions rather than to
the world of intellect. Almost as a natural corollary, Cooper proposes that, “The
new woman of the East will never be a suffragette; she will never attend mass
meetings nor carry the banners marked ‘Votes for Women’; indeed, it would be
as incongruous to think of these sheltered women doing such a thing as to imag-
ine the long row of mummies at the Museum of Cairo suddenly starting a pro-
cession down the aisles of the museum” (17). For Cooper, then, the essence of
“Oriental” womanhood lies in its inability to enact agency or resistance in sup-
port of their own empowerment and this inability to perform resistance or dis-
sidence is what creates the primary difference between “Oriental” and Western
womanhood. Almost eighty-five years later, Laura Bush, the First Lady of the
United States of America, following the US invasion of Afghanistan, would pro-
claim, “Because of our recent military gains in much of Afghanistan, women
are no longer imprisoned in their homes. They can listen to music and teach
their daughters without fear of punishment. [...] The fight against terrorism is
also a fight for the rights and dignity of women” (Bush). Like that of Cooper’s
narrative, implicit in Bush’s speech is the claim that women in Afghanistan
cannot resist their own “imprisonment” or their own oppression. They have to
be saved and rescued by external agents, albeit foreign military interventions.

Thus, as one can understand that the issue of the “condition of women” has
been a contentious issue not only within Middle Eastern or North African do-
mestic politics, but also in the context of the interrelationship between Middle
Eastern nations and the West, one can think of Bush’s speech as an example of
how the West European and US imperialist projects in what is commonly known
as the “Arab world” have manipulated the issue/question of the condition of
women to justify imperialism. Similarly, Elizabeth Cooper’s narrative points to
the deployment of the figure of the mute and docile “Oriental” woman in Ameri-
can feminist imagery. The figure of the “Oriental” woman here serves as an
important marker of consolidating a narrative of difference through which the
white American feminist constructs her feminist selfhood. Similarly, Leila
Ahmed describes in her book Women and Gender in Islam how Lord Cromer,
the British Governor in Egypt, advocated the deveiling and “emancipation” of
Egyptian women while condemning the female suffragist movement back home
in England. Within the colonial mindset, the veil thus became a cultural sym-
bol and artifact which provided a justification for imperialism. Ahmed terms
such a body of thought as “colonial feminism.” As Ahmed describes “colonial
feminism”: “Colonial feminism, or feminism as used against other cultures in
the service of colonialism, was shaped into a variety of similar constructs, each
tailored to fit the particular culture that was the immediate target of domina-
tion” (151). She further explicates,

Broadly speaking, the thesis of the discourse on Islam blending a
colonialism committed to male dominance with feminism—the the-
sis of the new colonial discourse of Islam centered on women—was
that Islam was innately and immutably oppressive to women, that
the veil and segregation epitomized that oppression, and that these
customs were the fundamental reasons for the general and compre-
hensive backwardness of Islamic societies (152).



Similarly, Lila Abu-Lughod, in her essay “Do Muslim Women Really Need Sav-
ing,” cites Laura Bush’s speech in the context of the US war on Afghanistan as
an example of “colonial feminism.” Abu-Lughod cites Bush’s speech in 2002
which justified the US intervention in Afghanistan in terms of the much dis-
cussed issue of the “condition of women.” It is important to note in this context
that not only do such articulations transform women into passive signifiers of
the colonizing mission, but also undermine Muslim women’s attempts to em-
power themselves and to resist patriarchal and/or colonial oppression. Within
the discourse of colonialism, Muslim women, or Third World women gener-
ally, are portrayed primarily as passive victims whose vulnerability and lack of
agency can only be mitigated through Western-colonial intervention. This is
precisely the process which Gayatri Chakraborty Spivak has described in her
essay “Can the Subaltern Speak?” as the saving of the brown women from brown
men, a statement which has been reiterated in Abu-Lughod’s statement,

I do not think that it would be as easy to mobilize so many of these
American and European women if it were not a case of Muslim men
oppressing Muslim women—women of cover for whom they can feel
sorry and in relation to whom they can feel smugly superior (787).

When we read Fatima’s memoir Dreams of Trespass, it has to be remem-
bered that she is operating within a context where narratives of colonial femi-
nism have received certain amounts of legitimization and institutionalization
not only within dominant narratives, but also within the popular everyday cir-
culation of knowledge and discourses. This paper will argue that Mernissi’s
attempts to represent her girlhood in colonial Morocco cannot be separated
from the discourses and philosophies of colonial feminisms.

This paper will argue that in Mernissi’s case, her professed feminism, as
well as the popular perception that she is an “Islamic feminist” has shaped the
autobiographical acts undertaken by her in Dreams of Trespass. This paper
will argue that, for Mernissi, the specific histories of “colonial feminisms” which
she had to confront as an African-Arabic female subject have determined to a
large extent the narratives of female resistance and agency which she has put
forward within her narrative. This paper is specifically interested in exploring
how Mernissi’s professed feminist politics have shaped her project of narrative
representation of other women within her narrative. At the same time I will
argue while such exposition of women’s cultures as the one undertaken by
Mernissi serves to put forward a complex theorization of agency, it also serves
certain purposes for Mernissi’s feminist affiliations. Such expositions allow
Mernissi to argue for culture-specific, bottom-up feminisms which emerge out
of Maghrebian women’s experiences, rather than the models of “colonial femi-
nism” which have often been deployed in Middle East and North Africa by both
European and US colonialisms.

Autobiographical Practices and
Performance of Identities in Mernissi

In her essay “Performativity, Autobiographical Practice, Resistance” Sidonie
Smith writes,

Autobiographical storytelling becomes one means through which
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people in the West believe themselves to be “selves.” In this way,
autobiographical storytelling is always a performative occasion, an
occasion through which, as Butler argues in theorizing
performativity, the ‘power of discourse […] produce[s] effects
through reiteration’ (109).

Thus, according to Smith, autobiographies are modes of self-representation,
through which and within which identities are constructed and performed. In
the same essay, Smith points out that such identities are “historically specific.”
Similarly, in their co-authored book Reading Autobiography: A Guide for In-
terpreting Life Narratives, Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson write, “Cultural
identities, according to Hall, are ‘the unstable points of identification or su-
ture, which are made, within the discourses of history and culture’” (395). There-
fore,

[...] they are marked by time and place. They are models of identity
culturally available to life narrators at any particular historical mo-
ment that influence what is included and what is excluded from an
autobiographical narrative (34).

For Smith and Watson, therefore, the fact that autobiographies are
performative acts of self-representation does not signify that autobiographical
performances are arbitrary. Neither do autobiographical narrators have access
to unlimited narrative and performative choices. Rather, autobiographical per-
formances are informed by specific social and historical realities within which
the narrator has been placed and what narrative choices have been made avail-
able to him/her by the structures of power and history. Thus, it is important to
ask what kind of identities and self-representational performances were being
constructed by Fatima Mernissi in her autobiographical narrative. As readers,
what can we infer about the historical and social realities from her narrative?
What does her narrative tell us about the choices that were available to her?
For  Mernissi, as I have mentioned before, her location within Western academia
as an Islamic feminist, as well as her attempt to write her memoir in English,
endow upon her a specific Western readership and a specific historical context
which, in turn, also determine the nature of the autobiographical narratives
performed by her. Simultaneously, no less significant for Mernissi is the im-
perative to deconstruct the masculinist assumptions of the anti-colonial na-
tionalisms as the succeeding section of this essay will show.

Contesting Mainstream Nationalism

Mernissi provides a compelling account of how nationalism in Morocco sought
to redefine itself through redefinitions of women’s bodies and habits. Mernissi
tells her readers that to women in the harem, including her mother, Princess
Aisha, the daughter of the Moroccan King Mohammed, appeared to be an es-
pecially appealing figure precisely because of her ability to move freely between
two sets of linguistic and cultural codes—the French and Arabic, the Western
and the indigenous. As Mernissi explains, “Indeed, we children found the
thought of switching codes and languages to be as spellbinding as the sliding of
magic doors” (180). However, to the male members of the family such code-
switchings were especially problematic since they naturalized certain acts of



trespassing. According to Mernissi’s father, “[...] if Arab women started imitat-
ing European ones by dressing provocatively, smoking cigarettes, and running
around with their hair uncovered, there would be only one culture left. Ours
would be dead” (181). This is a process which has been adequately described by
Partha Chatterjee in his book The Nation and Its Fragments. Chatterjee’s me-
ticulous study showed how the early nationalists in Bengal mobilized the spiri-
tual/material divide in terms of a gendered dichotomy, whereby the spiritual/
material was translated to accommodate the traditional dichotomy between
the “public” and the “private.” Chatterjee writes,

Applying the inner/outer distinction to the matter of concrete day-
to-day living separates the social space into ghar and bahir, the home
and the world. The world is the external, the domain of the mate-
rial; the home represents one’s inner spiritual self, one’s true iden-
tity. The world is a treacherous terrain of the pursuit of material
interests, where practical considerations reign supreme. It is also
typically the domain of the male. The home in its essence must re-
main unaffected by the profane activities of the material world—
and woman is its representation. And so one gets an identification
of social roles by gender to correspond with the separation of the
social space into ghar and bahir (120).

That is, according to Chatterjee, the “woman” becomes an important site upon
which the political projects of Indian nationalism are formulated. Similarly, as
one can see when Mernissi’s father professes nationalism, the “woman” and
the women’s bodies become the important symbolic sites upon which the po-
litical projects of Moroccan nationalism were constructed. The material/spiri-
tual dichotomy suggested by Chatterjee becomes especially significant in this
case as one realizes that for Mernissi’s father, who represents the mainstream
nationalist thought in this context, it is the sole responsibility of the women to
embody the national-indigenous culture. As Mernissi’s cousin Chama points
out, if code-switching is to be considered that dangerous for the national cul-
ture, how can the younger male cousins get away with their imitations of
Rudolph Valentino and the French soldiers? Interestingly enough, Mernissi’s
father did not have any answer to such a critique. It is within the gaps of this
symbolic silence of the mainstream nationalism that Mernissi’s women char-
acters attempt to provide their own answers.

Construction of a Feminist Genealogy

The autobiographical acts performed within Mernissi’s narrative are to be con-
sidered in the context of a social environment where the agency of Maghrebian
women to empower themselves has been not only contested in terms of popu-
lar representations and discourses, but has been undermined by actual mate-
rial-political acts of colonization and conquest as well as by the dominant anti-
colonial nationalisms which sought to redefine the nationalist ideals through a
re-inscription of women’s bodies and locations. Thus, in terms of our previous
discussion on autobiographical practices as “reiteration,” Mernissi’s narrative
performs dual functions—on the one hand, the discursive practices embodied
within the narrative defamiliarize the dominant institutional reiteration of
Muslim women’s subalterneity as propagated by the Western colonial femi-
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nisms and masculinist indigenous nationalisms, and on the other hand, her
attempts to establish a feminist genealogy is a reiteration of her own feminist
status.

Anne Donadey, in her essay “Portrait of a Maghrebian Feminist as a Young
Girl: Fatima Mernissi’s Dreams of Trespass,” writes,

Mernissi’s memoir forcefully addresses the aporia under which Arab
feminists function, to wit, a doubly determined context in which
feminists in the West tend to assume the historical preeminence of
Western women in shaping a feminist agenda, and in which conser-
vatives in Islamic countries claim that feminism is nothing but a
Western imposition (85).

Mernissi’s response to such a problem has been to attempt to locate herself
within a specifically indigenous women’s culture, which is specific to the Mo-
roccan Islamic social context. She represents a women’s culture where women
actively undertake the complex acts of reinterpreting history, critiquing patri-
archy and colonialism and provide a nurturing women’s community for each
other. Such an act of narrative relocation has been accomplished by Mernissi
by invoking the female figures of North African-Arabic socio-political history
and anti-colonial resistance as well as of literature and folklore. Indeed, I will
argue that while Mernissi’s narrative provides a unique blend of political-so-
cial history, folklore, literature and autobiographical-personal history, the strat-
egy which Mernissi adopts in this narrative is by no means unique. Rather, one
can easily locate Mernissi’s narrative within a burgeoning body of autobiographi-
cal narratives authored by Muslim women who reside in different First World
societies. Let’s take for example Leila Ahmed’s autobiography A Border Pas-
sage: From Cairo to America—A Woman’s Journey.

Leila Ahmed, who is originally from Egypt and now teaches in the Depart-
ment of Religious Studies at Harvard University, has been an important femi-
nist scholar of Islamic religious traditions for the last three decades or so. In
her autobiography Ahmed strangely expresses a narrative tension very similar
to Mernissi’s when she attempts to build a feminist genealogy for herself. In
her autobiography Ahmed notes a moment of crisis when she attempts to lo-
cate herself within an Anglo-European tradition of women’s creativity and femi-
nism. It is not accidental, therefore, that Ahmed invokes Virginia Woolf’s A
Room of One’s Own in the very chapter where she begins to chart out the pro-
cess of her coming of age as a feminist. The very summer which preceded
Ahmed’s joining Girton, the women’s college at Cambridge, was also the one
when she read Woolf’s feminist treatise and began to appreciate it. As Ahmed
writes,

What was it about loving that book of Woolf’s that I felt was so im-
portant for me to be secretive about? Its feminism, when feminism
had not yet become a living idea again? Certainly I wasn’t consciously
a feminist in those days. I think it must have been something to do
with that that made me both love the book—whereas I thought then
that what I liked about it was the way she wrote—and feel that I had
to be secretive about it (180).

Ahmed’s joining Girton immediately after, therefore, becomes the realization



of a Woolfian quest. Girton becomes to Ahmed the symbolic Woolfian room
which provides women with the space and opportunity to pursue knowledge,
creativity and the arts. As she writes, “A place to pursue the professions of men
in a community of women, Girton had offered for a moment perhaps a kind of
transitional space” (192). Equally compelling is her comparison of Girton and
the harem at her grandmother’s house at Alexandria as exclusive women’s
spaces where women can and do undertake very specific speech acts. As she
writes, “In Alexandria, as at Girton, the women devoted a good part of their
time to analyzing, discussing, and taking apart words, meanings, motives, and
intentions that were taken apart and put together again” (191). Thus, from her
analysis, it might appear that Ahmed is laying claim to a hybrid feminism for
herself—a feminism which integrates elements from both Anglo-European
thoughts and her indigenous Egyptian contexts. However, for Ahmed, the for-
mulation of such an easily identifiable hybrid feminism becomes problematic
specifically because of the power structures involved between Europe and her
indigenous Egyptian context. She points out in her narrative,

Foremothers I called those founders of Girton; my own foremothers,
too, I said of them. But these foremothers had looked down on my
other foremothers and had held them in contempt. They had adopted
the same attitudes toward these subjects—as to what was idle gos-
sip and what was worthy, important thought—as their own men had,
and they now combined these attitudes with the feelings of superi-
ority that Europeans and white people, men and women, felt to-
ward the cultures of the “inferior” non-European peoples generally
(193).

Here Ahmed is indicating the rupture that occurred in her attempt to construct
an unproblematic East-West hybrid feminist genealogy. That rupture, in this
context, has been provided specifically by the Western-European imperialist
tradition. Ahmed complicates this rupture further by stating how white Euro-
pean feminists have also been implicated within structures of imperialism, co-
lonial feminism and racism. That is, Ahmed here is pointing towards the prob-
lem of constructing a feminist genealogy for Muslim Third World women—a
problem that has been complicated not only by colonial feminisms, but also by
the inherent colonialist-racist assumptions within other forms of feminism.

Mernissi’s narrative, on the other hand, does not provide such a detailed
account of the rupture between Euro-American feminist thought and the women
of the colonies. Instead, in her memoir she attempts to provide a resolution for
such a conflict by laying claim to an exclusively indigenous feminist genealogy
for herself—a genealogy which is reconstructed from oral-literary sources as
well as the histories of the political struggles of the previous generation of
women. As Donadey writes, “In Dreams of Trespass, Mernissi constructs a
feminist gene/elle/logie for herself, linking her struggle for women’s rights to
the visions of equality and patterns of resistance of Moroccan women in past
generations” (100). For Mernissi, an important part of that struggle for geneal-
ogy consists in acts of feminist appropriations of tropes and icons from Arabic-
Islamic oral traditions. The figure of Scheherazade, for Mernissi, from Ara-
bian Nights becomes such an icon. Not only does Mernissi provide a reinter-
pretation of the importance of the Scheherazade figure, she also transforms
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her into a metaphor and symbol for women’s culture and women’s resistances
inside the harem.

The Scheherazade as Icon

In the chapter titled “Scheherazade, the King and the Words,” Mernissi intro-
duces her readers to the figure of Scheherazade, the heroine of A Thousand
and One Nights. This is also precisely the moment when she reconstructs the
memories of her own introduction to Scheherazade. As she writes,

One late afternoon, Mother took the time to explain to me why the
tales were called A Thousand and One Nights. It was no accident
because, for each one of those many, many nights, Scheherazade,
the young bride, had to spin an entrancing, captivating tale to make
her husband, the King, forget his angry plan to execute her at dawn
(13).

It should be noted here that the figure of Scheherazade was introduced to young
Mernissi by her mother, thus signifying a process of intergenerational trans-
mission, which is specifically located within women’s culture and within which
women act as important transmitters and receivers. At the same time, the pro-
cess of transmission is to be understood not just in terms of handing down
certain narratives, but in terms of handing down certain forms of knowledge
about power, or more specifically patriarchal power, which are encoded within
the narratives. If we analyze the narrative handed down to young Mernissi, we
will find that at its center it is occupied by Scheherazade’s ability to bypass the
state power which to her also symbolizes patriarchal power, through the cre-
ative uses of language and stories. One might conclude that the moral of the
narrative, then, is although a woman can negotiate with patriarchy, one must
not trivialize patriarchy or its power—for, as Scheherazade’s example demon-
strates, the patriarchal structures do possess the ability to extract women’s la-
bor. Within the same chapter, in order to explain the significance of the
Scheherazade figure, Mernissi writes in the footnote,

I was amazed to realize that for many Westerners, Scheherazade
was considered a lovely but simple-minded entertainer, someone
who narrates innocuous tales and dresses fabulously. In our part of
the world, Scheherazade is perceived as a courageous heroine and is
one of our rare female mythical figures. Scheherazade is a strategist
and a powerful thinker, who uses her psychological knowledge of
human beings to get them to walk faster and leap higher. Like Saladin
and Sindbad, she makes us bolder and more sure of ourselves and
of our capacity to transform the world and its people (15).

Here, Mernissi is attempting to redefine the figure of Scheherazade, and that
redefinition, as is evident in her narrative, has to be done in opposition to the
dominant Orientalist representations of the figure which refuses to endow upon
Scheherazade any form of agency and thereby, deprives her narratives of their
inherent political content. To Mernissi and the women within her family,
Scheherazade was a female theorist who could simultaneously theorize and
negotiate with the monarchial-patriarchal power structures. Furthermore,
Scheherazade represented a female figure who could lay claim to her rights of



survival and empowerment through her stories. Scheherazade’s charm as a
woman, therefore, primarily lies in her ability to create discourse rather than
be a passive transmitter of already institutionalized discourses. As Mernissi
writes,

When Mother finished Scheherazade’s story, I cried, “But how does
one learn how to tell stories which please kings?” Mother mumbled,
as if talking to herself, that that was a woman’s lifetime work. This
reply did not help me much, of course, but then she added that all I
needed to know for the moment was that my chances of happiness
would depend upon how skillful I became with words (16).

Thus, it is Scheherzade’s specific quality of being “skillful with words” that forms
the primary connection between Mernissi and Scheherazade. For Mernissi’s
own purposes, such a connection is extremely useful, since it allows Mernissi
the space to argue that Muslim women’s capacity to theorize and resist patriar-
chy is not dependent upon either white Western feminist intervention or Is-
lamic male control. Such an argument, then, also allows Mernissi to construct
a feminist genealogy for herself. The roots of such a genealogy primarily lie
within the Arabic literature and folklore and women’s folk cultures rather than
in the Euro-American discourses of women’s rights and liberation. The intro-
duction of the figure and the trope of Scheherazade also allows Mernissi to
introduce her readers to the complex and intricate practices of storytelling within
the women’s cultures within the harem. Simultaneously, such a narrative act
allows her to identify storytelling and the narratives which were performed
within such acts of storytelling as sociocultural sites where women’s agency
and empowerment were performed. What is important about Mernissi’s project
is that the locus of her redefinition is not the public spaces of an anti-colonial
national culture, but within women’s culture located predominantly within the
domestic spaces of a harem, a culture which strangely enough never became
an integral part of the mainstream nationalist struggle to usurp state power
from European colonial control.

Women’s Culture, Storytelling and Agency in Mernissi

In their coauthored essay “Strategies of Coding in Women’s Cultures” Joan N.
Radner and Susan S. Lanser provide a definition of “women’s culture.” Accord-
ing to them,

In using the concept women’s cultures, we do not mean to suggest
that women share a universal set of experiences or any essentially
“female” understanding or worldview. Rather, we understand gen-
der itself to be constructed through the social relations of particular
communities. We assume, therefore, that women’s experiences,
material circumstances, and understandings—hence women’s iden-
tities—vary from culture to culture, community to community, and
individual to individual. At the same time, we assume that in many,
if not most, societies there is a realm of practice that is primarily or
exclusively women’s domain, through which women may develop a
set of common signifying practices (beliefs, understandings, behav-
iors, rituals—hence a culture) whose meanings are not necessarily
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accessible to men of the same group (2).

As if to demonstrate Radner and Lanser’s observation in an African-Arabic
context, Leila Ahmed in her autobiography specifically notes that in the con-
texts she grew up in, there were specific and distinct women’s cultures which
predominantly grew out of the dominant social norm of sexual segregation.
According to Ahmed,

It is entirely likely that women and men had completely different
views of their society and of the system in which they lived, and of
themselves and of the natures of men and women. Living differ-
ently and separately and coming together only momentarily, the two
sexes inhabited different if sometimes overlapping cultures, a men’s
and a women’s culture, each sex seeing and understanding and rep-
resenting the world to itself quite differently (1999, 101).

For Ahmed, then, the spatial segregation of the sexes led to the development of
distinct and separate cultures which also entailed distinctly different worldviews
and modes of representation. While Mernissi does not make such an explicit
statement, she provides her readers with explicit images of the social segrega-
tion of sexes to which Ahmed refers. She writes,

Our house gate was a gigantic stone arch with impressive carved
wooden doors. It separated the women’s harem from the male strang-
ers walking in the streets. (Uncle’s and Father’s honor and prestige
depended on that separation, we were told.) Children could step out
of the gate, if their parents permitted it, but not grownup women
(22).

Thus, for Mernissi, the segregation is embodied primarily in the material dis-
tribution and organization of physical space. At the heart of the idea of a sepa-
rate harem or women’s domestic segregated sphere is a spatial impulse: to lo-
cate women within fixed spaces and thus to control their movements and ac-
tivities. And as she will demonstrate in her narrative, the spatial metaphors
will provide an important element of coding in the women’s culture of the harem.

In her Aunt Habiba’s stories, for example, the heroine would often cross
“seven rivers, seven mountains, and seven seas” (18). Mernissi writes,

She knew how to talk in the night. With words alone, she could put
us onto a large ship sailing from Aden to the Maldives, or take us to
an island where the birds spoke like human beings. Riding on her
words, we traveled past Sind and Hind (India), leaving Muslim ter-
ritories behind, living dangerously, and making friends with Chris-
tians and Jews, who shared their bizarre foods with us and watched
us do our prayers, while we watched them do theirs. Sometimes we
traveled so far that no gods were to be found, only sun- and fire-
worshippers, but even they seemed friendly and endearing when
introduced by Aunt Habiba (19).

Thus, explicit in Aunt Habiba’s stories is an impulse to cross the borders of
domesticity and the spatial territories of the harem. This is an impulse which,
as Mernissi demonstrates to her readers, finds expression in her stories. Equally
important is the fact that most of her stories have women, or “heroines,” as



protagonists. Thus, for Aunt Habiba, her desire to cross the threshold of the
harem finds its embodiment in her stories. The stories, therefore, are endowed
with certain meanings which are very specific to Aunt Habiba’s location as a
woman in the harem. It is also not altogether impossible to read the stories as
a variant of women’s travel narratives where, as Lisa Colletta argues, women
celebrate “the freedom of movement, the adventure of journey, and the exhila-
ration of redefining oneself away from the domesticity of home” (398).

Equally important here is Aunt Habiba’s advice to young Mernissi to de-
velop wings. In the context of this paper, such a metaphor is especially signifi-
cant in order to explore the importance of the spatial metaphors in women’s
stories and cultural productions within the harem and the socio-ideological
roles such metaphors play. The use of such metaphors, I will argue, embodies
both an understanding of the women’s own location within the patriarchal so-
cial order as well as a desire to move beyond the structures of patriarchy, which
become evident once we examine Aunt Habiba’s specific instructions of which
Mernissi writes,

Aunt Habiba said that anyone could develop wings. It was only a
matter of concentration. The wings need not be visible like the birds’;
invisible ones were just as good, and the earlier you started focusing
on the flight, the better. But when I begged her to be more explicit,
she became impatient and warned me that some wonderful things
could not be taught. “You just keep alert, so as to capture the siz-
zling silk of the winged dream,” she said. But she also indicated that
there were two prerequisites to growing wings: the first is to feel
encircled and the second is to believe that you can break the circle
(204).

Aunt Habiba’s belief that there are two “prerequisites” for growing wings thus
becomes an important political-theoretical statement on women’s oppression
and agency. The feeling of encirclement, referred to by Aunt Habiba therefore
refers to the women’s oppression within the structures of patriarchy. It is im-
portant to note here that the word “encirclement” invokes a sense of space and
the feeling of being confined to a space, leading Habiba’s audience as well as
Mernissi’s readers to associate the specific nature of patriarchal oppression to
spatial control and confinement. For Habiba, patriarchal oppression is deeply
related to her location within the harem and the specific instances of confine-
ment which the harem entails. However, it is equally important to note that,
for Habiba, the phenomenon of the actual material encirclement is also associ-
ated with a consciousness of that encirclement as well as a desire to transgress
that encirclement. “To feel encircled,” therefore, can be interpreted as the
woman’s knowledge of how patriarchal oppression works, which, according to
Habiba, is essential to move beyond the structures and conditions of oppres-
sion. The wings, therefore, become the material embodiment of a woman’s
agency within the patriarchy—her desire to move beyond the encirclement of
space. If wings symbolize to Aunt Habiba the material embodiment of agency,
then implicit in her metaphor is also her understanding of the nature of that
agency. Thus, when Habiba says that anyone can have wings and wings need
not always be visible, she is suggesting what Rosalind O’Hanlon describes as a
“feminine” form of resistance. According to O’Hanlon,
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[…] we should look for resistances of a different kind: dispersed in
fields we do not conventionally associate with the political; residing
sometimes in the evasion of norms or the failure to respect ruling
standards of conscience and responsibility; sometimes in the furi-
ous effort to resolve in ideal or metaphysical terms the contradic-
tions of the subaltern’s existence, without addressing their source;
sometimes in what looks only like cultural difference. […] These,
then, would be forms of resistance more “feminine” than masculine
(223).

Thus, in the case of Aunt Habiba, we never see her confronting directly the
power structures—what O’Hanlon has described as “sources of power.” On the
contrary, Habiba’s attempt, as O’Hanlon describes, is rooted within an attempt
to resolve the questions of patriarchal domination within the oral narratives,
rather than within the material social structures of power. Aunt Habiba’s nar-
rative of wings consists of two important interrelated parts—that wings cannot
be developed without concentration and that anyone can develop wings.
Habiba’s comment communicates an urgency to attain a certain level of imagi-
native and intellectual autonomy from the patriarchal structures even though
such autonomy might not correspond to material autonomy and freedom. It
might be important in this context to examine Barbara Christian’s formulation
on the relationship between storytelling and theorizing. According to Chris-
tian,

[…] people of color have always theorized—but in forms quite dif-
ferent from the Western form of abstract logic. And I am inclined to
say that our theorizing […] is often in narrative forms, in the stories
we create, in riddles and proverbs, in the play with language, since
dynamic rather than fixed ideas seem more to our liking. […] And
women, […] continuously speculated about the nature of life through
pithy language that unmasked the power relations of their world
(149).

Here, Christian is attempting to locate certain modes of theorization which
have always existed among oppressed communities of color in the United States
of America, especially those of women. While written primarily in the context
of North American societies, Christian’s observation can well be applied to the
contexts described by Mernissi. Such modes of knowledge creation and theori-
zation, to which both Christian and Mernissi refer in their narratives, however,
cannot be accommodated within formal institutional modes of theorizing and
knowledge formation. It is the very unassimilability of knowledge production
into institutionalized forms that permits such narratives to embody an opposi-
tional consciousness. Thus, for Mernissi, invoking Aunt Habiba and her cul-
tural practices performs certain specific functions. While it allows her to ex-
plore the theorizations of patriarchy and anti-patriarchal critique undertaken
by women within the harem in their stories, it also allows Mernissi to demon-
strate to her readers that feministic discourses are not a Western intervention
for Muslim women. Neither can feminist, anti-patriarchal critiques undertaken
by Muslim women in the Arab world be stifled by male Muslim control. Thus,
Aunt Habiba becomes one of the key figures through which Mernissi attempts



to construct an indigenous feminist genealogy, of which she herself is a descen-
dant.

Women’s Cultural Productions, Folklore and Agency

Joan N. Radner and Susan S. Lanser define “folklore” as

expressive creations—stories, games, songs, crafts, foodways, ritu-
als—that people make in and of their everyday lives. They thus at-
tend to the aesthetic choices people make, their ways of bringing
beauty and entertainment into their daily occupations and of ritual-
izing their identities. They focus on the art in the everyday (viii).

Mernissi’s narrative provides innumerable instances and examples of how the
harems were important sites of the production of folklore—the art of the every-
day. More specifically, the harems in Mernissi’s narrative act as important sites
for the creation and transmission of women’s folklore. I will further argue that
such folklores often provided women with an important space and forum for
critiquing the structures of patriarchy.

Mernissi’s grandmother Yasmina’s reflections on the nature of the women’s
life and actions can be important in our analysis to figure out the role cultural
productions and folklore play in the attempts of the women in Mernissi’s book
to derive agency from their situations. As Mernissi writes,

To be happy, she said, a woman had to think hard, during long si-
lent hours, about how to make each small step forward. “Figuring
out who has sulta (authority) over you is the first step,” said Yasmina.
“That information is basic. But after that, you need to shuffle the
cards, confuse the roles. Life is a game” (152).

Like Habiba, Yasmina insists on a knowledge of the patriarchal structures of
power, a knowledge, which, according to Yasmina, will lead to women’s em-
powerment. Yasmina also had a thorough understanding of how such empow-
erment might be achieved. Thus, her metaphors of shuffling the cards and life
being a game suggest creative encounters and negotiations with the structures
of patriarchy, rather than confronting the structures and sources of patriarchal
powers head on. It is in this specific context that women’s cultural productions
within the harem become especially important.

An example of such an act would be Aunt Habiba’s embroidery of gigantic
birds with gigantic wings. Mernissi writes,

That day, Aunt Habiba was stitching a green bird with golden wings
all by herself. Big birds stretching out their aggressive wings were
not a classical design, and if Lalla Mani had seen it, she would have
said that it was an awful innovation, and one that meant its creator
had flight and escape on her mind. Of course, birds appeared in
traditional embroidery designs, but they were tiny, and often totally
paralyzed, squeezed as they were between gigantic plants and fat
leafy flowers. Because of Lalla Mani’s attitude, Aunt Habiba always
embroidered classical designs when down in the courtyard, and kept
her big, winged birds to herself, up in her private room, with its
direct access to the lower terrace (153).
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Mernissi’s description of Habiba’s birds and wings convey complicated mes-
sages. On the one hand, Habiba’s embroideries embody a practice of what Rayna
Greene has described as “Renaming.” According to Greene, “Renaming is a
form of reclamation, the process through which moral authority is reshaped
and reestablished insists on the presence, worth, and, indeed, the very central-
ity of female genres, female forms, and female-centered meaning” (5). Thus,
when Aunt Habiba attempts to embroider gigantic birds with equally gigantic
and aggressive wings, she is reclaiming and reformulating and thereby renam-
ing the existing genres of embroidery. In a way, her embroidered narrative can-
not exist without the established one where the agency of the birds to initiate a
flight is extremely limited. It is also interesting to note how in Aunt Habiba’s
embroidery, the bird has assumed the symbolic significance of the woman in
the harem with her limited spatial mobility, as signified by its location within
the gigantic plants and fat leaf flowers. Similarly, her desire to move beyond
the boundaries of the harem has been signified by Habiba’s gigantic aggressive
wings. It is also important to note in this context that one must not assume that
any folkloric narrative produced inside the harem necessarily embodies a cri-
tique of patriarchy. Thus, the conventional everyday art produced within the
harem reproduces conventional patriarchal imageries and narratives, as made
evident by Mernissi in her description of the “classical designs.” It is not the
production of cultural artifacts, therefore, that produces the coded critique of
patriarchy, but, as articulated by Habiba and Yasmina, it is the knowledge of
the oppressive structures of patriarchy and the desire and the consciousness to
transgress it that forms the basis of such cultural productions.

Performing Feminism, Performing Dissent

Mernissi’s narrative refers to the elaborate rituals of the women staging plays
in the terrace of the harem. The space of the terrace is important in this case,
since it allowed the women a relatively secluded space beyond scrutiny to per-
form their beliefs, rituals, critiques of patriarchy or even dissent against it. Such
narratives could have been potentially dangerous if the patriarchal authorities
knew how to read the narratives of dissent within the women’s narratives, but
the male disdain of female cultural forms as “trivial” as well as the sexual segre-
gation of the terrace of the harem gave the women certain relative spaces within
which to develop a certain critique of patriarchy within their dramatic narra-
tives. According to Joan Radner, such a phenomenon can be described as a
form of “coding.” According to her,

Such acts of coding—covert expressions of disturbing or subversive
ideas—are a common phenomenon in the lives of women, who have
so often been dominated, silenced, and marginalized by men. […]
Women of many cultures have encoded messages crucial to them
under the cover of female traditions that receive little male scrutiny
(vii).

I will demonstrate in the discussion below how such coding worked in the dra-
matic narratives.

Mernissi writes, “Chama’s theater provided wonderful opportunities for all
of us to discover and show our talents, overcome our shyness and develop some
self-confidence. My normally very shy adolescent girl cousins, for example, got



their chance to shine when they sang in the chorus” (126). Evident from
Mernissi’s description is the fact that Chama’s plays provided the women in
the harem a chance to explore certain talents and skills which would be dis-
missed as trivial or immoral within the masculine public spaces. No less inter-
esting are the sociopolitical contents of the dramatic narratives which were
staged. Mernissi writes,

The heroines most often portrayed in Chama’s theater were, in or-
der of frequency: Asmahan, the actress and singer; the Egyptian and
Lebanese feminists; Scheherazade and the princesses of A Thou-
sand and One Nights; and finally, important religious figures. Among
the feminists, or ra-idates—pioneers of women’s rights—three were
special favorites of Chama: Aisha Taymour, Zaynab Fawwaz, and
Huda Sha’raoui. Among the religious figures, the most popular were
Khadija and Aisha, the wives of the Prophet Mohammed and Rabea
al-Adaouiya, a mystic (128).

Chama’s choice of the protagonists of the plays is not haphazard or eccentric,
but has been done with a specific political motive in mind—that is, to bring
within the purview of the performance a reinterpretation of the political, cul-
tural and religious history. Such acts of reinterpretations, here, are being per-
formed from a specific aim to retrieve a history of Muslim women’s active par-
ticipation in social life, a history not necessarily remembered, memorialized or
revered within either the colonial or male nationalist mainstream. Not only
were such enactments keen on reclaiming women’s histories, such acts of rec-
lamation within Chama’s dramatic narratives were done from an explicitly femi-
nist lens as is evident from Chama’s attempt to dramatize and perform the lives
of other Middle Eastern and North African feminists. Such an impulse can also
be read as an embodiment of the harem women’s collective attempts to con-
struct a feminist genealogy, which is specifically non-Western and, more spe-
cifically, Arab. This is demonstrated in Mernissi’s comment “Moroccan women,
thirsty for liberation and change, had to export their feminists from the East,
for there were no local ones as yet famous enough to become public figures and
nurture their dreams” (128).

The performances, Mernissi shows in her narrative, also provided the
women a space within which to undertake active acts of disruptions of the pa-
triarchal norms. She writes,

On the terrace, we loved the 1919 women’s street march. A key mo-
ment in the buildup of Chama’s plot, it allowed almost everyone to
invade the stage, push past the very shaky drapes that Chama had
had such difficulty putting up (they were supported by wash poles
stuck in olive jars), jump up and down, shout insults at imaginary
British soldiers, and toss away their scarves, symbols of the despised
veils (131).

Thus, in this context, the performances become a space where the women could
engage in what they were removed from most—a direct critique of and resis-
tance against colonialism as well as patriarchy. Thus, the performances carved
out a space within which women could reenact a history of women’s active
participation, resist directly, actively and collectively the patriarchal strictures
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of an Islamic patriarchy, but could also embark upon an opposition of Euro-
pean colonialism which is not mediated by the male nationalist endeavors of
looking upon women as repositories of “traditional” cultures and norms. The
performance, therefore, becomes not only a critique of colonialism, but also a
dissent against male-dominated nationalism.

Similarly, the performance of the Princess Budur’s story conveys complex
sentiments and impulses. On the one hand, Mernissi reminds her readers that
Princess Budur, in the canonical versions of A Thousand and One Nights is a
minor character. According to Mernissi,

If you looked for Princess Budur in A Thousand and One Nights,
you would have a hard time finding her. First of all, her name does
not appear in the table of contents. The story goes by her husband’s
name, “The Tale of Qamar al-Zaman.” Second, her story is told on
the nine hundred and sixty-second night, so you would have to read
almost to the end of the book to find it. Aunt Habiba said that that
could have been because Scheherazade, the author of the tales, was
afraid of having her head chopped off if she had told the story of
Princess Budur earlier (137).

Thus, it is important to note how the performers of the harem transformed a
supposedly minor character from the text into a major protagonist, an active
subject of history. Such an act of textual transformation can also be described
as an act of feminist “recentering” where the women of the harem are partici-
pating in active reinterpretation, retrieval and performance of a female charac-
ter who has been assigned only a minor space within the canonical text.

According to Mernissi, what made Princess Budur specifically attractive to
women was the fact that her life and circumstances, in many ways, paralleled
that of the women in the harems. She describes,

One very likeable quality of Princess Budur was that she was not
strong. Like the majority of the women on the terrace, she was not a
person who was accustomed to solving her own problems. Totally
dependent on men, and completely ignorant of the world outside,
she had never developed any self-assurance nor had any practice in
analyzing problematic situations and coming up with solutions. Yet,
in spite of her apparent helplessness, she made the right—and very
daring—decisions (138).

The figure of Princess Budur, thus, was operative in communicating a very
important message—that one does not need to be exceptional in order to pos-
sess the desire to transgress boundaries, or, in other words, to move beyond
the norms of patriarchy. Radner writes, “[…] the ‘texts’ of women’s folklore—
the texts of their oral performances, of their mental creations and of the rou-
tines of their daily lives—may communicate a variety of messages to different
segments of their audiences” (vii). Thus, while the performance of Princess
Budur’s life conjured up the possibility of anti-patriarchal resistance for the
“ordinary” women in the harem, it also provided a space within which to un-
dertake a discussion of the implications and significance of the concept of
women’s solidarity. According to Mernissi,

Women’s solidarity was actually a highly sensitive issue in the court-



yard, since the women rarely sided all together against men. Some
of the women, like Grandmother Lalla Mani and Lalla Radia, who
were in favor of harems, always went along with the men’s deci-
sions, while women like Mother did not (141).

Within the dramatic narrative when Princess Hayat agreed to help Budur, it is
a very specific “coding” of a concrete tangible example of women’s solidarity.
The performance of such a narrative has two purposes—while on the one hand,
it affirms and reaffirms the value of women’s solidarity as a weapon to disrupt
patriarchy, it also provides a form of critique of the roles played by women in
the service of patriarchy. The coded message in the performance piece is, there-
fore, as much about women’s agency as it is about the policing roles women are
forced to play within the structures of patriarchy. But while the former might
be more apparent, the latter might be less apparent to someone who might not
be part of that specific harem subculture, since it is rooted almost exclusively
within the ongoing discussions on the specific dimensions of women’s solidar-
ity within Mernissi’s female family members.

Conclusion

It might be interesting in this context to note the ideological implications of the
cultural productions and narratives of dissent undertaken by the women de-
scribed in Mernissi’s narrative. The primary ideological premise of such cul-
tural narratives is constructed upon the assumption that indirect means of re-
sistance can become equally effective means of resisting the hegemony. Inter-
estingly enough, in the recent years such indirect forms of resistance have gained
theoretical currency in the works of such scholars as James Scott. According to
Scott, most everyday forms of resistance “stop well short of outright collective
defiance” (xvi). According to Scott, such everyday forms of resistance are con-
stituted by foot dragging, dissimulation, desertion, false compliance, pilfering,
feigned ignorance, slander, arson, sabotage and so on. Scott’s thesis is signifi-
cant in this context because he is attempting to bridge the gap between so-
called collective defiance and everyday life by integrating resistance into the
daily configurations of life itself.  At the base of Scott’s theory is the assumption
that there are certain structural factors existing within certain contexts which
do not allow a social group to undertake organized collective resistance. How-
ever, the existence of such structural factors does not ensure a total subordina-
tion on the part of the oppressed group concerned. Scott’s theory, moreover,
bears the possibility of transforming resistance into a structural phenomenon
that occurs at its own accord and is produced by the interaction between the
institutions and the subordinate groups.

Thus we are brought upon the problem of how to theorize or conceptualize
consciousness or presence of consciousness if resistance is something that is
structurally produced. The uniqueness of Mernissi’s narrative lies in the fact
that the women’s stories and other cultural narratives, as has been demon-
strated in my paper so far, emphasize consciousness as the starting point of the
women’s empowerment. However, it is important to remember that in
Mernissi’s narrative, the public status quo of the patriarchal power structures
was not destroyed. That is, the non-acceptance of the authorial structures or
ideologies by the women was not followed by a public disavowal of the system.
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Or, in other words, even though the women in the harem have made several
attempts to debunk the ideologies guiding the system, no public attempt was
made to demonstrate the processes of defamiliarization.

Scott would like to read such a gap between the actual act of
defamiliarization/debunking and its public manifestations in terms of what he
calls “public transcripts.” According to Scott, “The greater the disparity in power
between dominant and subordinate and the more arbitrarily it is exercised, the
more the public transcript of subordinates will take on a stereotyped, ritualis-
tic cast. In other words, the more menacing the power, the thicker the mask”
(3). Within the same chapter, Scott describes the “public transcript” as a “per-
formance” by the subordinate groups. “Subordinates offer a performance of
deference and consent while attempting to discern, to read, the real intentions
and mood of the potentially threatening powerholder” (3). Therefore, accord-
ing to Scott, the inability to defy openly the power structures does not corre-
spond to a lack of vision or the acceptance of subservient conditions, but is
rather an acknowledgement of the imperative to devise different strategies of
resistance. That is, the public deference is rooted in the subject’s knowledge of
the operational ideology of the system and the amount of power he/she is in-
vested in within it. Similarly, Mernissi demonstrates that we need to expand
our notions of resistance, feminism and empowerment in order to accommo-
date contexts which are geographically distant from the Euro-American cen-
ters of power and often bespeak of different political and cultural experiences.
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Prosecuting Juveniles:
Gender Bias in Juvenile and Criminal Courts
Meredith G. F. Worthen

Much evidence suggests that adolescent women are treated differently than
adolescent men in juvenile court procedures (Chesney-Lind 1985, 1986, 1999;
Johnson and Scheuble 1991; MacDonald and Chesney-Lind 2001). Some argue
that certain expectations, based on sex, generate false and oppressive beliefs
about men and women (Connell 1995). Based on sex role ideology, feminine
sex roles have been negatively viewed as oppressive, defining women as help-
less and modest (Connell 1995). These restrictive and damaging roles reinforce
patriarchal notions of the subordination of women and can be problematic when
enforced in the judicial system. For example, juvenile women who violate femi-
nine sex roles are often judged more harshly than adolescent men (Connell
1995; Edwards 1989). The Traditional Sex Role Model*  implies that roles asso-
ciated with a person’s sex are reinforced through institutions. It is not biologi-
cal sex that necessarily causes differential treatment; rather socially constructed
roles based on gender can produce negative effects. A heavy reliance on tradi-
tional “gender-related statuses” is a characteristic of the Traditional Sex Role
Model (Kruttschnitt 1984: 214). When women engage in acts of violence and
aggression, for example, they violate traditional feminine roles of modesty, sub-
missiveness and obedience. If implemented in court processes, the Traditional
Sex Role Model suggests increased instances of punishment for such violation
of gender norms. The justice system may be using a model based on traditional
sex roles to admonish women who do not conform to gender norms. Relying on
gender stereotypes, the Traditional Sex Role Model is likely to reveal biases if
enacted in prosecutorial decisions. Past research has not examined serious
crimes and the effects of sex roles within juvenile and criminal courts. This
study seeks to uncover gender bias through examining the prosecution of men
and women charged in both juvenile and criminal courts with four serious of-
fenses: assault, robbery, burglary and weapon charges. It is predicted that gen-
der will play a part in the court decision-making processes such that women
will be judged more harshly when compared to men since they violate tradi-
tional sex roles when committing serious crimes.

*Editors’ Note: The Traditional Sex Role Model referred to throughout this
work is linked to Talcott Parsons’ conceptualizations of the traditional sex/
gender system and the nuclear family. According to Parsons, women perform
internal expressive labor while men perform external instrumental labor within
the context of an isolated nuclear family. Consequently, women and men pro-
duce and reproduce a typified system of normative feminine and masculine
behaviors guided by their sex and gender “roles.” Although the use of Parsons’
conceptualizations surrounding sex, gender, labor and the family are no longer
praxes in sociological analysis, the impacts of his work can still be found em-
bedded within social structures and institutions. See Essays in Sociological
Theory by Talcott Parsons (Glencoe, IL: Free Press, 1954) for further discus-
sion.

INTERSECTIONS: WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES IN REVIEW ACROSS DISCIPLINES
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Review of the Literature

The unique experience of women in the juvenile and criminal justice systems
has been explored in past research (Chesney-Lind 1977, 1985, 1986, 1997, 1999;
Ghali and Chesney-Lind 1986; Goethals, Maes and Klinckhamers 1997;
Horowitz and Pottieger 1991; Odubekun 1992). Examinations of violent crime
often neglect to fully investigate differences between men and women and their
disparate experiences with the justice system. Gender differences in prosecu-
tion, arrest rates (for both criminal and status offenses) and sentencing out-
comes are evident in past research.

GENDER, PROSECUTION AND ARRESTS

Past research has emphasized the over-prosecution of juvenile women for sta-
tus offenses known as the “big five”: running away from home, incorrigibility,
sexual offenses, probation violations and truancy (Vedder and Somerville 1970).
Violent crimes committed by juvenile women, however, have led to an increase
in their prosecution for robbery, assault and weapon charges (Snyder and
Sickmund 1994). Juvenile women have thus consistently been over-prosecuted
for status offenses and more recently prosecuted for serious and violent of-
fenses. In addition, one study found juvenile women less likely to be arrested
overall, yet juvenile women were found to have more total arrests when com-
pared to juvenile men (Horowitz and Pottieger 1991). Sealock and Simpson
(1998) reported that women are more likely to be arrested for masculine-typed
offenses (e.g. robbery) even though they committed mostly female-type offenses
(e.g. shoplifting). Juvenile women are thus targeted for arrests more so than
men. As a result, gender bias reflects differential treatment in both prosecution
and arrest rates of juvenile men and women.

GENDER AND ASSAULT

From 1989-1993, juvenile woman arrests for assault increased more than ar-
rests of men for assault (Poe-Yamagata, Butts and Bilchik 1996). Similarly, it is
has been suggested that juvenile women often self-report more assaults than
official arrest data indicate (Chesney-Lind and Shelden 1997). Chesney-Lind
and Paramore (2001) found that adolescent women are consistently charged
with assault due to increasing numbers of juvenile women arrested for domes-
tic violence assaults. The amount of juvenile women committing assaults may
far exceed the numbers exposed in this research. It is possible that women
violate feminine gender norms by committing assault. The use of the Tradi-
tional Sex Role Model in the justice system may explain the dramatic increase
in assault charges of women.

GENDER AND PROPERTY CRIMES

Some studies suggest that women criminals are motivated by material desires
and are most likely to engage in property crimes (Bloom, Owen and Covington
2004). In contrast, MacDonald and Chesney-Lind (2001) found that juvenile
men were referred to courts and charged for both robbery and burglary to a
greater extent than juvenile women. Although official statistics indicate an in-
crease in juvenile robbery arrests of women, some evidence suggests that juve-
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nile men/boys are more likely to be charged with property crimes.

GENDER AND WEAPON CHARGES

Juvenile arrests of women for weapon violations increased dramatically when
compared to juvenile arrests of men from 1989-1993 (Poe-Yamagata, Butts and
Bilchik 1996). Yet Chesney-Lind and Paramore (2001) found weapon charges
to be lacking among both adolescent men and women in the official 1991 arrest
data. Although women and men juveniles are using weapons sparsely in their
crimes, there have been increases in juvenile arrests of women for weapon vio-
lations while arrests of adolescent men have not increased as dramatically. The
use of the Traditional Sex Role Model in prosecutorial decisions could explain
the increased arrest rate for juvenile women who are violating feminine gender
norms and engaging in weapon use.

GENDER AND SENTENCING

It has been consistently suggested that adolescent women who are charged with
status offenses are given more severe sentences when compared to women and
men charged with criminal offenses (MacDonald and Chesney-Lind 2001).
Sheldon and Horvath (1986) reported that juvenile women were more likely to
be detained and receive formal processing when compared to men charged with
similar offenses. MacDonald and Chesney-Lind (2001) found that the effect of
charge seriousness was prominent when adjudicating juvenile women; how-
ever, it was not as important in the decision to adjudicate men who partici-
pated in similar crimes. The adjudication process for juvenile women is there-
fore more scrutinized than is the processing of men. Further, juvenile women
adjudicated as delinquent are given harsher sentences and are more likely to
be imprisoned than are juvenile men found delinquent on similar charges
(Horowitz and Pottieger 1991; Johnson and Scheuble 1991; MacDonald and
Chesney-Lind 2001). Overall, an experience of “partial justice” (Rafter 1990)
has been found in past research indicating harsher punishment for juvenile
women. The differential treatment of women and men in sentencing may be
explained by the courts’ use of the Traditional Sex Role Model. When engaging
in crime, juvenile women are sentenced severely for violating feminine gender
norms, while juvenile men are not given severe punishments since participat-
ing in crime conforms to masculine gender roles.

In contrast, studies investigating the adult criminal justice system have
found adult women to be more likely to receive sentences involving non-im-
prisonment than men convicted of similar crimes (Ghali and Chesney-Lind
1986). Odubekun (1992) suggests that it is not gender that influences these
differences in sentencing; rather it is the statuses that relate to gender, includ-
ing motherhood and economic dependence on men. It could be that the sta-
tuses used to produce differences in adult criminal court operate in other ways
in juvenile court. For example, juvenile mothers may be judged more harshly
while adult mothers are given less severe sentences. No research to date, how-
ever, examines gendered experiences of juveniles participating in the adult
criminal justice system.



Theory

The bias towards admonishing women for violating gender roles is evident in
both the juvenile and the adult criminal justice systems. The punishment of
girls for status offenses has been well documented in past research (Chesney-
Lind and Paramore 2001; Vedder and Somerville 1970). Few studies, however,
examine serious crime by juvenile women, and even fewer studies examine the
prosecution of juveniles in adult criminal courts. Drawing from the Traditional
Sex Role Model, it is predicted that violation of gender roles will lead to the
increase of prosecution rates of women in juvenile and adult criminal courts in
comparison to the prosecution rates of men. As Schaffner (1999) suggests, ju-
venile women are punished for participating in masculine or aggressive crimes.
Through imposing gender-defined types of crimes, the judicial system is rein-
forcing negative gender roles of the subordinate, less powerful woman and the
oppressive man. It is hypothesized that while juvenile courts have been found
to use different methods in their decision-making processes when compared to
adult court processes (Kupchik 2003b), both courts will engage in acts that
support the Traditional Sex Role Model. Further, it is predicted that both courts
will prosecute women more than men since juvenile women violate traditional
gender norms through engaging in masculine acts. In sum, juvenile women
will be more likely than juvenile men to be prosecuted for assault, robbery,
burglary and weapon charges, supporting the use of the Traditional Sex Role
Model in both criminal and juvenile courts.

Methods

DATA COLLECTION

The data were collected as part of a National Institute of Justice project aimed
at uncovering differences between criminal and juvenile court prosecution of
adolescents (Kupchik 2003a). In order to compare the juvenile and criminal
court processes, it was important to find similar counties with different
prosecutorial processes. Two counties in New Jersey (Essex and Hudson Coun-
ties) and two counties in New York (Brooklyn and Queens Counties) were se-
lected for analysis. These counties were chosen since New York and New Jer-
sey have similar populations, yet they have different prosecutorial processes.
The New Jersey counties prosecute adolescent felony offenders in juvenile court,
while the New York counties in this study prosecute juveniles in criminal court.
The sample from New Jersey included 891 juveniles (733 men and 158 women),
and the New York sample consisted of 778 juveniles (698 men and 80 women).
Along with being in a similar part of the United States, these counties have
similar unemployment and poverty rates. The two counties in each state were
also matched in homicide rates and rates of imprisonment. A total of 1,669
juveniles (1,431 men and 238 women) aged fifteen, sixteen and seventeen in all
four counties who were prosecuted for assault, robbery, burglary and weapon
charges comprise the sample. The adolescents were matched by age and of-
fense to compare data between New York and New Jersey jurisdictions. Data
were provided by the New Jersey Administrative Office of Courts, the New York
City Criminal Justice Agency and individual county courthouses (Kupchik
2003a). The two courts (criminal and juvenile) were selected to expose differ-
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ing components of the justice system.
The target years of this study, 1992-1993, highlight the dramatic increase

in juvenile arrests during this time frame. Snyder and Sickmund (1994) re-
ported a 50% increase in juvenile violent crime from 1988 to 1992. This unique
component of the juvenile population was not paralleled by increases in adult
crime. For example, while juvenile robbery arrest rates increased by 50% from
1988-1992, the rate of increase for adult robbery arrests was only 13% (Snyder
1992). Gender differences in arrest rates were also evident during this time
frame. The rate of increase for juvenile women’s arrests from 1989-1992 more
than doubled juvenile men’s increase in arrest rates: arrests of juvenile women
increased 23% while arrests of men increased only 11% (Poe-Yamagata, Butts
and Bilchik 1996). Further, adolescent arrests of women for violent crime grew
55%, while arrests of juvenile men increased by only 33%. Similarly, property
crime arrests increased for juvenile women by 22% while property crime ar-
rests of juvenile men declined by 3% from 1989-1992 (Poe-Yamagata, Butts
and Bilchik 1996). It should be noted that these increases in arrest rates of
juvenile women are likely inflated due to the few numbers of women prosecuted
for serious crimes. With such few numbers of arrests of juvenile women, any
increase, even slight, is likely to change the percentages dramatically. In any
case, it is clear that the number of juvenile women arrested for violent and
property crimes has increased. This study utilizes 1992 and 1993 data to reflect
a time period in which juvenile crime and especially arrests of juvenile women
were at higher rates than in the previous years.

MEASUREMENT OF VARIABLES

Several independent variables were selected for analysis. To isolate the effects
of gender, the following independent variables were introduced into the model:
race, past court detainment, prior arrests, previous incarceration, total num-
ber of charges at arraignment, warrant issuance during case processing and
number of arrests during case processing. Race/ethnicity was coded as White,
Black, Hispanic or other races/ethnicities. Past court detainment, previous in-
carceration and warrant issuance during case processing were also coded di-
chotomously with 0 indicating “no” and 1 indicating “yes.” Number of prior
arrests (ranging from 0-26), total number of charges at arraignment (ranging
from 1-28) and number of arrests during case processing (ranging from 0-9)
were also included. Gender (coded as 0 for “woman” and 1 for “man”) was pre-
dicted to have an effect while examining all the independent variables listed
above. Dependent variables included prosecution for assault, robbery, burglary
and weapon charges. These variables were also coded dichotomously with 1
indicating a charge for the act and 0 indicating no charge for the act.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Due to the dichotomous nature of the dependent variables, logistic regression
was chosen to highlight the effects of gender on the likelihood of prosecution.
Separate logistic regressions were done for (1) a combination of New Jersey
and New York Counties, (2) New Jersey counties and (3) New York counties. A
broad range of variables (mentioned above) were introduced into the model to
understand the effects of gender.



Results

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

The sample included juveniles aged fifteen to seventeen with the average age in
the total sample of 16.2 years. The total sample consisted of 8% White, 30%
Hispanic, 57% Black and 5% of other races/ethnicities. The New Jersey sample
was similar with 13% White, 26% Hispanic, 56% Black and 6% of other races/
ethnicities. The New York sample differed somewhat in racial/ethnic composi-
tion with only 3% White, 35% Hispanic, 59% Black and 3% of other races/
ethnicities. The majority of each sample was Black; however, race/ethnicity
did not have any significant effects in analyses.

This study also examined past case histories. Of the total sample, 44% had
previous detainments by the court, 10% had previous incarcerations and 14%
had warrants issued during current case processing. Further, the total sample
had an average of 2.6 prior arrests, 0.5 arrests during case processing and 2.6
charges at arraignment. The New Jersey sample differed slightly with fewer
juveniles with previous detainments by the court (39%), fewer juveniles with
previous incarcerations (4%) and more juveniles with warrants issued during
current case processing (18%). The New Jersey sample had the highest average
of prior arrests (3.8), a similar number of charges at arraignment (2.5) when
compared to the total sample and the New York sample and 0.7 arrests during
case processing, the highest of the three samples. The New York sample had
the highest rates of previous detainment by the court (50%) and previous in-
carceration (17%), but the lowest percentage of warrants issued during current
case processing (8%). The New York sample also had the lowest average of
prior arrests (1.3), a similar number of charges at arraignment (2.6) when com-
pared to the total sample and the New Jersey sample and 0.3 arrests during
case processing, the lowest of the three samples.

For the overall sample including New York and New Jersey combined, 31%
were prosecuted for assault, 52% for robbery, 17% for burglary and 39% for
weapon charges. Because most of the sample was charged for more than one
crime (there was an average of 2.6 charges at arraignment for the total sample),
the percentages add to more than 100%. In the combined sample, 27% of men
were prosecuted for assault; however, 56% of women were prosecuted for as-
sault. Women were also prosecuted for weapon charges (44%) more than men
(38%). Conversely, a greater number of men (55%) in the combined sample
were prosecuted for robbery when compared to women (34%). Similarly, while
only 10% of the women in the combined sample were prosecuted for burglary,
18% of the men had burglary charges.

In the New Jersey sample, women were overwhelmingly prosecuted for as-
sault (70%) when compared to men (40%). Similarly, more women in New
Jersey were prosecuted for weapon charges (46%) than men (33%). However,
men were prosecuted for robbery (28%) and burglary (32%) more than women
(17% robbery, 13% burglary) in New Jersey. Similar to the total sample, more
women in New Jersey were prosecuted for assault and weapon charges while
more men were prosecuted for property offenses.

Comparable patterns were found in the New York sample. As with the com-
bined sample and the New Jersey sample, women were prosecuted for assault
(28%) more than men (14%). Men were charged with robbery (83%) more than
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ROBBERY AND GENDER

Table Two shows that women were 0.41 times less likely to be prosecuted for
robbery when compared to men in the combined sample, as well as in New
Jersey (0.48 times less likely) and in New York (0.52 times less likely). It is
clear that at all levels of court processes, women are less likely than men to be
prosecuted for robbery. Gender is thus a significant component of prosecutorial
decisions. The predicted hypothesis is not upheld, however, as women were
less likely than men to be prosecuted for robbery. In addition, previous detain-
ment by the court increased the likelihood of prosecution for all three samples:
previous detainment by the court made prosecution for robbery 2.31 times more
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women (69%), corresponding to the New Jersey and combined sample results.
Contrary to the New Jersey and combined sample results, women and men
were equally charged with burglary (4% of men and 4% of women). Further,
men were prosecuted for weapon charges (44%) more than women (41%), al-
though this difference is not as great as with the other samples.

ASSAULT AND GENDER

For the total sample, juvenile women were 3.19 times more likely to be pros-
ecuted for assault when compared to juvenile men, as seen in Table One. This
pattern was similar for the New Jersey and the New York samples with women
being 3.27 times more likely in New Jersey and 2.00 times as likely in New
York to be prosecuted for assault when compared to men. For assault, women
were more likely to be prosecuted in both juvenile and criminal courts when
compared to men, thus supporting predictions. Further, gender is the only find-
ing that remains significant across all three samples, indicating it has a more
prominent effect than all other variables on assault prosecutorial decisions.
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likely in the combined sample, 1.85 times more likely in the New Jersey sample
and 1.70 times more likely in the New York sample. Findings indicate that both
gender and prior case histories effect robbery prosecutorial decisions.
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BURGLARY AND GENDER

In the combined sample and in New Jersey counties, women were less likely to
be prosecuted for burglary as displayed in Table Three. Women were 0.54 times
less likely than men to be prosecuted for burglary in the combined sample and
0.38 times less likely to be charged with burglary in the New Jersey sample;
results, however, were not significant for New York counties. Contrary to what
was predicted, women were less likely to be prosecuted for burglary. Yet gen-
der remains consistent across both the combined sample as well as the New
Jersey sample, implicating gender as a significant variable in burglary
prosecutorial decision-making processes.

WEAPON CHARGES AND GENDER

Juvenile women were more likely to be prosecuted for weapon use in the com-
bined sample and in New Jersey counties; results, however, were not signifi-
cant for New York counties. Table Four indicates that women in the combined
sample were 1.65 times more likely to be prosecuted for weapon charges, while
New Jersey women were 1.85 times more likely to be charged with weapon use.
Women were more likely to be prosecuted for weapon charges than were men,
supporting the predicted hypothesis. In addition, previous detainment by the
court and total charges at arraignment also had consistent positive effects for
all three samples. Previous detainment made prosecution 1.93 times more likely
in the combined sample, 1.46 times more likely in the New Jersey sample and
2.3 times more likely in the New York sample. Further, total charges at ar-
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raignment increased the likelihood of prosecution 2.05 times in the combined
sample, 1.85 times in the New Jersey sample and 2.49 times in the NewYork
sample. Thus gender, previous detainment and total charges at arraignment
effect decision-making processes for weapon charges in both juvenile and crimi-
nal courts.
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Discussion

SUMMARY

Results confirm that gender plays a significant role in the prosecution of juve-
niles both in the criminal courts and in juvenile courts, supporting predictions.
Implementing the Traditional Sex Role Model in the justice system implies
that women who violate gender norms will be judged harshly. Women were
more likely to be prosecuted for assault and weapon charges; however, they
were less likely to be prosecuted for property crimes (robbery and burglary).

Since assault and weapon charges violate gender norms to a greater extent
than property crimes, juvenile women are admonished in prosecutorial deci-
sions for their violation of sex roles. The Traditional Sex Role Model is there-
fore upheld in prosecutorial decisions for serious offenses committed by ado-
lescent women but not for property crimes. To add to the body of research on
issues in gender biases, this study examined gender in court processes using
both criminal and juvenile court data. The study revealed that both courts im-
pose sex roles of masculinity and femininity that do not reflect real experiences
of men and women. Viewed by both courts as violating traditional feminine
roles, acts of assault and weapon use are deemed as aggressive and masculine.
Juvenile women are held to strict gender norms and are admonished when
these roles are violated. The use of the Traditional Sex Role Model in court
processes may explain the prosecution of juveniles since women are prosecuted
to a greater extent than men for crimes that violate gender norms. The hege-
monic masculinity that legitimates patriarchy and enforces the subordination
of women can be seen in the prosecution of juvenile men and women (Connell
1995). The judicial system is reproducing and maintaining hegemonic mascu-
linity through enforcing traditional sex roles during prosecutorial decision-
making (Connell 1995). These findings provide evidence that gender bias in
the prosecution of juveniles exists within both criminal and juvenile courts.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

The results are limited by the use of official court data. Research has shown
that self-reports reveal higher amounts of criminal behavior than do official
arrest statistics (Chesney-Lind and Shelden 1997) and provide a much better
estimate of crime than official statistics. Further studies should make efforts to
utilize self-report data in the investigation of gender bias in criminal and juve-
nile courts. The location of the sample and the small sample size are two other
important limitations. Future work might develop a larger sample in multiple
regions of the United States to better understand gender biases in court pro-
cesses. In addition, this study examined four serious offenses; however, status
offenses were not measured. It is unclear how status offenses are related to
violent offenses in juvenile and criminal courts. Future research might exam-
ine the relationship between prosecution for status offenses and violent offenses
in juvenile and criminal courts. Further, future research should also include
more women in their studies of juvenile and criminal court biases since larger
samples of women might yield more informative findings. In addition, it is
important to note that the justice system interacts with race, class, and gender
in a variety of ways not fully explored in this research (Simpson 1989). Future
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studies of the justice system should make efforts to investigate the interplay of
race, class and gender. Finally, since the current research provides evidence
that both the criminal and juvenile systems perpetuate gender biases in the
prosecution of juveniles for serious offenses, future studies should examine
program initiatives that address gender biases.
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Rapunzel
Elisabeth Sharp McKetta

Three elements: a witch, a garden, and the man who lives on the other side of
the fence. He helped her build the fence years ago, but now he’s grown up and
married, and married men don’t tend to like witches.

When the rooms of her house expand after dark, the witch stands by the win-
dow and looks for the man. He’s building something else, a table; several chairs,
now a bed. His new wife keeps candles lit; from her darkness the witch can see
everything: a fire lit by hot oil and turnips, the kneeling for prayer before bed;
the way he undresses her; an occasional argument. The discarding of clothes as
the wife fattens, her complaints that there is nothing to eat.

She waits with the pinkness of an open-mouthed baby bird, and each night he
returns with food. The witch spies the stoop in his posture, the weariness of a
man who is tired of breaking laws. And then one night he comes into her gar-
den, stepping over his own wooden fence and catching the end of his nightshirt
at the top. Sliding his body down into the garden, into the witch’s rampion,
uprooting and wiping the earth on his arms. It’s raining now; and the man
looks up, the witch looks down, and they catch each other;

and months later, when the baby begins to cry, the witch waits on her side of
the fence, imagining the tower she will ask him to build, wondering if she
should offer him love in exchange for his life back, or if she should take the
stolen thing, this baby, and name it after the stolen root. Rampion, lettuce,
rapunzel. He would rather his long-haired wife than his daughter. The witch
could use a daughter; she could grow out its hair.

Thirty
Elisabeth Sharp McKetta

In Amsterdam the men don’t call out on the streets as they used to do.
Perhaps the years have taught them respect for women,
A new shyness in overture, or perhaps I’m just older.
One man waved at me on Leidse Straat
But it was to tell me in English that my purse was open.

I remember whistles, hands touching hair in flower markets,
Mustachioed men selling sandals and offering
Fragments of their language as souvenirs.
Deities drinking Heineken in a city made of waterways,
Potted bulbs stemming green on café tables.



The Way North:
A Documentary about Maghrebi Immigrant
Women in Marseille, France
Director, Shara K. Lange
Still Photographer, Thuy-Van Vu

As authors Jane Freedman and Carrie Tarr write in Women, Immigration and
Identities in France, “Studies about immigration and post-colonial society in
France tend to ignore or marginalize the gendered nature of their subject.”1

The documentary, The Way North, like the book, attempts “to redress the bal-
ance by demonstrating the ways in which the experiences and identities of
women of immigrant origin in France differ both from those of their male con-
temporaries and those of white French women.”2

By observing the manifest details that reveal character, The Way North
tells the story of Fatima Rhazi and her community, offering insight into a group
of Arab immigrant women whose struggle to cultivate alternative economic
and social supports for themselves in a society that has historically ignored or
misunderstood them. The work primarily documents underrepresented women,
depicting them as forceful, opinionate actors in their lives, actively affecting
change in society.

As Freedman and Tarr explain, “Situated as they are at the intersection of a
complex web of ethnic/‘race’, class and gender relations, these women are the
victims of both gendered and racial oppressions; but at the same time they are
forging new and positive cross-cultural self-representations.”3

The individual stories of Fatima Rhazi, Itto Chouki and Hadja Abbassa are
set against a context of economics that includes globalization and high unem-
ployment rates in France and political tension that reflects fear and misunder-
standings of Arab cultures.

As the documentary acknowledges in the first scenes of the film, the film
makers come from outside the culture, and are neither Arab nor French. This is

Shara and Fatima
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important, because there are various issues for Maghrebi immigrants that The
Way North only acknowledges peripherally. The issue of the headscarf is one
example. On September 2, 2002, a law that prohibits girls from wearing
headscarfs in public schools went into effect. The Way North illustrates how
this issue affects the lives of the characters in the documentary, and shows how
the women have diverse opinions and sophisticated approaches to negotiating
French culture.

The Documentary

Marseille is a city in transition within a country rife with economic and ethnic
tension. Disenfranchised, largely non-white youth participated in nightly riots
throughout France in October and November of 2005, burning more than
10,000 cars. In contrast to the rest of France, the historically diverse Marseille
remained calm. People come to Marseille from all over the world. It is a city of
immigrants.

This documentary introduces Marseille through the story of a main charac-
ter, Fatima Rhazi, a woman who gave up a successful career as a sports photog-
rapher in Morocco to immigrate to France, in order to protect her daughter.
Now, twenty years later, Fatima runs a cultural organization to empower fel-
low immigrant women in Marseille, France.

The documentary presents Fatima’s life and struggles in Marseille, along
with her family and the community of women she works to empower. Fatima is
someone who has always been, and continues to be, an independent thinker
who pushes against boundaries and stereotypes.

The French riots brought to the world’s attention the mounting tension
among immigrant communities in France. Many Americans responded to the
limited news coverage with fear and misunderstanding. The Way North offers
insight into France and its Arab and immigrant communities and provides an
opportunity to better understand our own country’s struggles with many of

In Fatima’s Kitchen
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the same immigration issues.

Marseille

Marseille is a place that is changing. Although it is a century-old port city that
is accustomed to welcoming waves of new people from all over the world, pres-
sure from the rest of France urges Marseille to close her doors, clean up her
streets and develop economically. Neighboring cities such as Cannes and Nice
have long since undertaken costly renovations that have made them popular
tourist destinations and big revenue generators.

New developments raise living costs and make it harder for poor people to
live downtown. Marseille is the only large French city in which poor people live
in the city center, instead of on the outskirts of the city, like in Paris where
poor, largely Black and Arab people are crowded in large multi-story housing
units. These banlieues became well known to American audiences after the
October/November, 2005 riots around France. The absence of banlieues in
Marseille has been cited as one reason the city did not experience the burning
and vandalism seen in other cities throughout the country. Marseille’s history
of ethnic and class diversity is touted by its citizens as another reason that it
was calm in their city while other cities burned.

Unemployment in France is high, and the economy is not doing well. Im-
migration is a favorite topic among politicians these days, and they speak openly
about the problems that come from immigrants—burdens on the socialized
health care system, increased competition for limited jobs and challenges to
traditional French culture and values. Politicians and significant numbers of
French citizens behind them insist on stricter criteria for French citizenship,
more thorough border enforcement and larger numbers of expulsions of illegal
immigrants, or sans papiers.
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Changes are already happening in Marseille. The city is tearing up the streets
to build a new tramway that will not increase the breadth of the coverage of
mass transportation, but will presumably attract more tourists.

The traditionally Arabic neighborhood where Fatima lives is slowly chang-
ing too. The area is peppered with Arabic shops stocked with imports from
Algeria and Morocco, but slowly the apartments are being bought and reno-
vated by those with higher incomes and new people are moving in.

Fatima

Fatima is the founder and director of “Femmes D’Ici et D’Ailleurs” (women
from here and afar).

Fatima was born in Oujda, Morocco. Her mother was tough. Fatima’s mother
wanted her to do normal girl things, take care of the house, grow up and get
married. Fatima had 6 younger brothers—she was the oldest and the only girl.
Fatima’s mother wouldn’t let her wear make-up and would have been furious if
she had ever seen her daughter with make-up on. Her mother’s threats were
deeply ingrained—even now Fatima can’t think about wearing make-up.

Fatima’s mother wanted her to get married and take care of her family—
traditional things for a Moroccan woman. Early on, Fatima was rebellious. She
wanted out of her mother’s house, so she took an internship in Paris and lived
with her aunt. It was there that she learned about embroidery. Later, back in
Morocco, she moved to Casablanca and worked as a secretary in a press office.
It was there that she became interested in photography. For three years, she
fought to get her press pass to take photographs in the soccer stadiums. It took
three years because no other women were doing this work. Finally, she earned
a pass and became the first female sports photographer in Morocco. This was a
thrilling time in her life. She took pictures of soccer greats of the day. One day,
a  photographer took a picture of Fatima taking photographs, finding her an

Marseille from Above
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oddity in the sports milieu. Her mother saw this picture, was furious, and did
not talk to her for years. Her brothers shunned her as well. Eventually as Fatima
rose in the ranks, achieved status in her field and took pictures of the king of
Morocco, her mother started speaking to her again.

Fatima married a pilot in the army, a friend of her brother. He was also the
son of a wealthy family. Fatima became pregnant. Late in her pregnancy,
Fatima’s husband died in a plane crash. Fatima had her baby, a daughter whom
she named Jasmine, and the family of her deceased husband began to intrude,
wanting to take Jasmine. Fatima changed apartments to hid from her in-laws.
Though Fatima was a young, working, single mother and was not from a wealthy
family, she persevered in her work. When Jasmine was two years old, Fatima
applied for a press pass to take photographs in Marseille. She was able to get
the paperwork arranged through her job, where her working visa in Marseille
was obtained. She never returned to Morocco.

When she got to Marseille, she tried to find work in her field, but it was
difficult. In fact, Fatima said it is actually harder for women to find work in
sports photography in France than it was for her in Morocco. Fatima started
meeting people, including Martine Derrain, a local photographer who learned
of Fatima’s experiences and quickly realized her skills in photography. They
became good friends. Martine and Fatima brainstormed to develop Fatima’s
niche—what was it that Fatima could offer that nobody else could? There were
other people doing wedding costumes, cuisine or photography, but nobody with
her particular mix of skills and experiences. She could do all these things and
target her skills to the Maghrebi community: “Femmes D’Ici et D’Ailleurs” was
born.  It would be an organization that would support Maghrebi culture, target
women, incorporate traditional cuisine, costume creation and dressing, and
photography.

After moving to Marseille, Fatima married a Senegalese man who adopted
Jasmine and together they had a son, Jonathan. Fatima says that this husband
would come home after work and watch TV, not helping out with the house-
work. Eventually they split up. Fatima had her third son, Yanis, with an Ukranian
man she was dating. Yanis is now 13, Jonathan is 17 and Jasmine is 20.
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Fatima’s children make their own choices—this is important to her. They
all have their own lives. At the same time, Fatima is strict. She knows where her
kids are in the evenings, and most of the time they are at home. She thinks
parents should control their kids—she blames the parents of rioting children in
Paris, in part, who allowed their children to be out at night. “Where does a
teenage boy need to be at 11PM at night?” she asks.

Fatima is now taking on extra catering jobs to save money to open a Moroc-
can  restaurant. She is tired of applying for government aid to run the organiza-
tion. She is tired of the bureaucracy and the uncertainty of waiting between
grant cycles. And, more importantly, she wants to provide a way to employ the
women she is working to help.

In May, Fatima will turn 50. She says that the restaurant will open this
year. And, although they haven’t set a date, Jasmine plans to marry her fiancée
sometime in 2006.

Itto

Itto is often at “Femmes D’Ici et D’Ailleurs.” She does henna for clients of Fatima
who pay her a few euros for the decoration.

Although some of the French women she meets at “Femmes D’Ici et D’Ailleurs”
will ask why Itto would want to wear the headscarf, she is unperturbed. “I don’t
wear it for anybody else—not my father, not my husband, not anybody—I wear
it because I want to.”

Itto was born and grew up in Morocco. Her family is Berber, so she grew up
bilingual, speaking both Berber and Arabic. She always wanted to get married
and have a child, even when she was much younger. She met Aziz when he was
visiting family in Morocco. Since he grew up in France, they started writing

Fatima Makes Moroccan Gateaus
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letters and fell in love. Although their families were against the marriage since
the pair were cousins, they got married anyway. Itto moved to Toulouse with
her husband. He had grown up there and lived there with his family. Soon
afterwards, they moved to Marseille, forcing Itto to learn French.

Soon after their marriage, Itto became pregnant. Itto had her first baby
girl, Rania, who is now almost two years old.

Although Aziz doesn’t like L’OM (the soccer team in Marseille), Itto says
she is a fan. She loves Marseille and she loves her life. She prefers living in
Marseille, a few hours from her in-laws, where she and her family have some
independence.

Itto says she always wanted to be a mother. She is happy—she is living the
life that she always wanted. When asked, she says she isn’t sure about the fu-
ture. It’s not something she and her husband think too much about. She is
expecting her second child in August.

Hadja

Hadja has taken classes with Fatima in the past, but now volunteers with
various projects at “Femmes D’Ici et D’Ailleurs.”

Hadja was born in Algeria. Her first meeting with her husband-to-be was orga-
nized by their parents. They got married young.

Hadja said her husband knew everyone there. Now he knows less people.
Hadja says she only has a couple friends—Fatima and Itto (people she’s met at
“Femmes D’Ici et D’Ailleurs”). And she has her family—her husband and her
three children.

Hadja thinks of Fatima like a big sister—she could not ask Fatima to pay
her. Fatima said, when talking about the financial status of the organization,
that you can’t ask for money from people like Hadja. Hadja helps at Fatima’s,
to prepare gateaus and whatever else Fatima needs when she is catering to
earn money for the organization. Fatima’s plan for the restaurant includes be-
ing able to pay the people around her who need work—this includes Hadja.
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Now that Hadja lives in the hotel and does not have a kitchen, she cooks at
“Femmes D’Ici et D’Ailleurs” every other day and brings the food home to her
family in a thermos and tupperware. Hadja says she feels at home at Fatima’s—
she is comfortable, and she can make her coffee—her café au lait.

Hadja’s first child, a daughter whom she named Fatima, was born in Alge-
ria and is now 13. Hadja’s second child, a son named Osama, was born there
too. They left Algeria because of the dangerous political situation and were able
to get asylum status in France. The status lasted for a year, during which Hadja
and her husband transported their family to France. When the political exile
status expired, the family stayed in Marseille illegally, and this is where they
remain. When they had asylum status, they would go back and forth to visit
family, but now they cannot. If they were to leave, because a familiy member
were sick or someone in the family died, they would not be able to return.

Hadja’s daughter, Fatima, is friendly and alert, but Hadja says she is mis-
chievous. The little girl helps her mother take care of her three-year-old brother,
but she has had discipline problems at school. The principal at Fatima’s school
said she was a difficult student. He knew that she had problems at home, but
said that other kids do too but aren’t as disruptive. Fatima’s teacher said she
does not have the disciplinary problems that she had before, but that she does
not concentrate or pay attention in class.

Hadja talks about not having her papers—about how as soon as she gets
them, she is going to visit her family in Algeria. She also talks about having her
own home. She talks about how young Fatima tells her about things that the
other kids have. She feels like she is missing things. The other girls have bed-
rooms and a home. Fatima wants to be either a diplomat or a stewardess when
she grows up.

Hadja and her family were squatting in an apartment building near the
Vieux Port but were kicked out by the city in November, 2005. The apartment
building was unsafe. Because the block was bought by an American, the fami-
lies that lived there had to be moved someplace else. They were rushed out of
the building and some of their things were left behind—Hadja’s hairdryer and
her husband’s TV satellite.
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Because it was the government that made them leave, the government is
paying for the hotel that they live in now. The trouble is that they only have
housing until March, and then they must find someplace else to live. This is
more difficult for them, since they are sans papiers, and many landlords will
not rent to them.

In addition, the manager at the hotel is unkind to them. He has yelled at
Hajja’s daughter and has told Hajja that her three young children must not
make any noise.

Meanwhile, they wait for papers and do the best they can to live a normal
life.

When I left in mid-January, the family was awaiting papers and did not know
where they would be living after March.

Project to Date

The documentary will be finished in fall 2006, after a return to Marseille in
summer 2006 to follow up with the characters and document updates in their
lives. The primary production phase took place in December, 2005 and Janu-
ary, 2006. Initial filming took place in the summer of 2005.  A five-minute
teaser of the film can be viewed online at: www.lightprojects.us/thewaynorth.

Looking at Fatima’s Photos

Notes
1 Jane Freedman and Carrie Tarr, Women, Immigration and Identities in France

(Berg: Oxford, 2000), 1-10.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
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Book Reviews

Gloria González-López.
Erotic Journeys: Mexican Immigrants and their Sex Lives.
Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2005.
331 pages
ISBN 0-520-23139-2
$21.95 (paper)

Reviewed by Chauntelle Anne Tibbals

Erotic Journeys considers the romantic relationships and sex life histories of
sixty heterosexual Mexican women and men currently living in Los Angeles,
California. The author considers the ways in which broad social, cultural, and
historical contexts shape her respondents’ romantic and (heterosexual) sex lives,
lives which consist of experiences that González-López understands to be both
fluid and transformative. She considers erotic experiences and sexualities that
are both dominant (heterosexual) and marginalized (Mexican, immigrant, socio-
economically disadvantaged). Additionally, the author addresses the patriar-
chal expectations put upon men and women. Through structured in-depth in-
terviews with forty women and twenty men, González-López is able to
deconstruct many ethnic and gender stereotypical relationships (which are of-
ten binary oppositional), and to elucidate additional factors shaping the ro-
mantic and sexual relationships of Mexican women and men who have mi-
grated to the United States.

González-López situates her work within existing theoretical and empirical
work on gender, sexuality and migration. She finds that women’s and men’s
initial sexual experiences are shaped in very different ways by society, culture
and history. Mexican women’s sex behaviors are shaped by the Catholic Church’s
prescriptions, familial relationships and capital femenino. González-López
defines capital femenino as the social exchange value women are afforded
through their sexuality that can be bartered in marriage to improve life condi-
tions and increase social opportunity. Women are encouraged to refrain from
sexual activity in order to prevent the commodification of their sexual capital
and thus maintain their capital femenino’s maximum exchange value. Mexi-
can men’s sexuality is not valued in the same way. Rather than being encour-
aged to refrain from sexual activity, young Mexican men are faced with pres-
sures to engage in sex regardless of individual desire, often using the services of
sex workers to conform to this pressure. González-López relates women and
men’s formative sexual (non-)encounters through their common experience of
fear. For example, men experience fear when pressured to engage in sex behav-
iors and during sexual initiation; women fear the potentially life-altering social
consequences of premarital sex and degraded capital femenino.

In looking at the factors that shape the sex lives of these Mexican men and
women, the family’s role in the social construction and regulation of hetero-
sexual sexual identities and relationships is addressed specifically. According
to González-López, mothers are the predominant nurturers of heterosexual sex
identities within the patriarchal family structure. Maternal figures often recre-
ate and maintain patriarchal and heterosexist prescriptions for sexual identity
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by regulating the behaviors of young women and men.
The sex lives of Mexican women and men are further shaped by the experi-

ence of migration. According to González-López’s respondents, the increased
presence of drugs, alcohol, gangs, sexual abuse and AIDS render Los Angeles a
more “dangerous” environment than their former residences. This more dan-
gerous setting augments the existing sexual fear already present in Mexican
women and men. Moreover, the increased socioeconomic demands facing Mexi-
can immigrants who have relocated to Los Angeles function to “Taylorize” sexual
behaviors within heterosexual couples. Respondents reported that their de-
manding work lives limited their time for sexual encounters. Migration to Los
Angeles, however, also fosters the formation of new, expanded social networks
and increases opportunities for sexual discourse, which may function to re-
shape the sex lives of respondents.

González-López also discusses the impact that changing access to money,
work, and power has on the sex experiences of her respondents. Because of
their increased access to money and work, Mexican women are able to become
more sexually autonomous. According to her respondents, women are less de-
pendent upon their families or men post-migration, which increases their op-
portunities for sexual exploration and mutable identity formation. Mexican men
have very different post-migratory experiences. Because of hierarchical social
structures of race, class and labor in Los Angeles, immigrant men have limited
access to work opportunity and money. Consequently, their opportunities for
sexual exploration and identity reformation are limited. González-López con-
cludes Erotic Journeys by maintaining that gender and sexuality are in con-
tinuous flux, and the migration experience is yet another factor reshaping these
identities. She also claims that, although patriarchy and hierarchical relation-
ships are constantly being remade and supported, conceptualizations of Mexi-
can hegemonic patriarchal masculinity are more difficult to maintain in post-
migratory Los Angeles.

González-López accomplishes a number of significant tasks through the
comparative examination of Mexican women’s and men’s experiences. She il-
lustrates ways in which men, while presumed powerful, are more stringently
regulated than women and consequently are socially disadvantaged in a differ-
ent way. For example, her discussion of men’s essentially requisite experience
of premarital sex poignantly illustrates men operating in social positions sub-
ject to hegemonic heterosexual patriarchal prescriptions. Additionally, her dis-
cussion of men’s experiences with sexual harassment at the hands of other rela-
tively racially, culturally and/or socio-economically powerful men illustrates
the effective gender and sexuality crises post-migration Mexican men must
endure. Through the exploration of power dynamics surrounding race and class,
González-López shows that both women and men can be pressured and subju-
gated by hegemony.

González-López discusses the ways in which women and men reshape their
sexualities in relation to one another. Respondents are shown modifying and
navigating their erotic practices on the basis of their perceptions of their
partner’s behaviors in addition to their perceptions of social conditions and
expectations. Not only does this work provide scholars with a wealth of infor-
mation about a chronically de-sexed and over-quantified population, it reveals
the multiple ways that society, culture, history and geography can impact an
individual’s erotic practices.
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Erotic Journeys is useful and applicable beyond the lives of Mexican immi-
grants and their sex lives. It can be used as both an example of how to study
sexualities and of how to conduct qualitative research using in-depth inter-
views. Additionally, this work illustrates the necessity of conducting multifac-
eted studies which consider a multiplicity of intersecting “qualities.” The prob-
lematic but common use of dichotomies to discuss relationships amongst groups
of individuals, such as women and men, heterosexual and homosexual, or even
rural and urban, is shown to be both reductive and unproductive by González-
López. This work is a rich, multi-faceted analysis and is essential reading for
scholars interested in gender, sexuality, immigration and race.

Maureen Sullivan.
The Family of Woman: Lesbian Mothers, their Children,
and the Undoing of Gender.
Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004.
323 pages
ISBN 0-520-23964-4
$21.95 (paper)

Reviewed by Corinne E. Reczek

Family scholars have begun to focus more on gay and lesbian families in the
last decade and some of this work focuses on intergenerational relationships.
The Family of Woman, Maureen Sullivan’s book, a collection of in-depth inter-
views and participant observation with lesbian mothers, adds to this literature
base. Sullivan interviewed and observed same-gender, lesbian co-parent house-
holds with children in the San Francisco Bay Area. All couples were in commit-
ted relationships in which a child was planned, conceived and born within the
context of that lesbian relationship.

Sullivan has two main goals. First, she gives a systematic and extensive
view of the lives of lesbian co-mothers, giving the reader a clear understanding
of the everyday experiences of these women, their children and their extended
families. Second, she develops a theoretical position suggesting lesbian co-
mothers challenge the traditional structure of the family, disrupt gender in-
equality in the home and provide new and more egalitarian models of kinship
and family. She further claims that children brought up in such a home will
develop different expressions of gender than those socialized in more conven-
tional family formations. Sullivan believes that such development will chal-
lenge traditional norms of gender.

Sullivan begins chapter one with a discussion of the current socio-histori-
cal climate related to the gay rights movement. This analysis gives a holistic
understanding of the environment in which this study takes place. Chapter two
involves description of each couple’s relationship before conceiving children,
the couples’ in-depth discussions about conceiving and the experience of con-
ceiving the child.

Chapter three uses psychoanalytic theory to discuss one of her main pre-
mises: that the lesbian couple raising children is inherently less problematic in
terms of gendered psychosexual child development than the traditional het-
erosexual couple. Sullivan draws “upon feminist psychoanalytic social theory
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to analyze mother’s parenting practices and their likely effects for children’s
development” (Sullivan 14). This argument, based on transforming traditional
views of psychoanalytic theory, is compelling in its subtle transgression of he-
gemonic models of gender socialization and development.

Chapter four discusses work-and-family labor, focusing on who does what
inside and outside the household, and how distribution of labor is both gender
and income-based. Sullivan suggests that because both partners in a lesbian
couple are women, their lives at home are more egalitarian in regards to the
distribution of household labor. Because their roles inside and outside of the
home are not dictated institutionally and socially on the basis of gender, two
women have more leverage to regulate the distribution of work. Therefore,
Sullivan proposes, the “undoing” of gender roles takes place, since these moth-
ers “do not employ gender as a mechanism for allocating labor” (Sullivan 100).
Although other research has addressed the more equal division of labor in gay
and lesbian households, Sullivan discusses the consequences of such division:
a more equal social organization that is not influenced by gender inequality.
This argument is convincing because much gender socialization of young chil-
dren occurs within the boundaries of the family. According to this argument, if
the family is more equal in terms of gendered labor distribution, the children of
these parents will not follow traditional gendered standards.

The family of origin, or biological family, of each individual, is highlighted
in chapter five. Adult children’s relationships with their family of origin may be
strained due to the disclosure of sexual orientation and lifestyle choice. How-
ever, with the inclusion of a child, the family of origin continues to evolve in
their relationships with their adult children. Since “categories of acceptance
and rejection are so fluid,” (Sullivan 128) the relationships between the adult
children and their parents change further after the birth of a child. Sullivan
recounts various reactions to the birth of a child, including families “coming
around,” as well as the disavowal of the child. These reactions are often influ-
enced by whether the family of origin is biologically related to the child.

 This importance of biological relatedness is affirmed in chapter six. Sullivan
focuses here on how each mother negotiates her position to the child in public.
Non-biological mothers often face difficulty in developing and explaining their
“other mother” status to strangers, co-workers and the child’s acquaintances.
Chapter seven further addresses the biological component of family with a dis-
cussion of the sperm donor. Sullivan discusses why mothers chose a known
donor or an anonymous donor. If known, the mothers describe how they nego-
tiate the donor in their child’s life. These three chapters also provide a good
analysis of kinship norms and offer a progressive picture of possible kinship
formations. This discussion is also centered on how families inscribe their ex-
istence in the public and institutional world in which they live. This argument
has larger implications for socialization of the family and the undoing of gen-
der. If we restructure the formation of family and deconstruct the importance
of biology, the gendered social order will also be challenged.

The final chapter returns to the larger social context of kinship systems
today. Working from a psychoanalytic theoretical foundation, Sullivan suggests
that lesbian co-mother families have the ability to “undo gender” via their do-
mestic equality in housework and mothering. Sullivan also gives suggestions as
to how researchers can discuss the family, offering diverse definitions of today’s
family that include models that de-emphasize biological relatedness. This final
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argument convincingly suggests that the lesbian co-mother family challenges
patriarchal family norms and hegemonic and normative notions of biological
relatedness. Therefore, children raised in such families will be differently so-
cialized via gender. These changes, if implemented in a large-scale way, will
challenge other gender socialization norms.

The limits of Sullivan’s sample (as acknowledged by Sullivan) make her
theoretical claim difficult to unreservedly follow. While ethnographic studies
are not intended to generalize to entire populations, Sullivan’s theoretical de-
velopments need to address other queer family forms such as gay, lesbian and
transgender persons of color. Also, ethnographies on lesbian co-mothers who
have children via other arrangements (such as from previous heterosexual re-
lationships) would help our understanding of lesbian parenting, as would studies
on gay fathers. Her theory of the undoing of gender could be further extended
to these family forms, making her theoretical argument more substantial. Fur-
ther analysis on the development of the children in these families as they ma-
ture will also give insight into the validity of Sullivan’s child development claims.
However, her analysis on lesbian co-mothers greatly improves our understand-
ing of gay and lesbian families, by developing the analytical tools to deconstruct
gender socialization and development vis-à-vis diverse family arrangements.
Her ethnographic data is valuable to family scholars, making the case for fur-
ther research in this area. Sullivan makes a strong argument for the undoing of
gender, and The Family of Woman should be read by anyone who aims to bet-
ter understand kinship, gender and child development.
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Community Corner

A Doorway Instead of a Wall: The Gender and Sexuality
Center and Feminist Community at UT

Lisa L. Moore
Associate Professor
English and Women’s and Gender Studies
The University of Texas at Austin

“Finding feminist community at UT is like banging my head against a wall.”

Ixchel Rosal, Director of UT’s Gender and Sexuality Center (GSC) in the Stu-
dent Services Building, says she hears this all the time. It’s ironic, she says,
because feminist activism was central to establishing the new center in 2004
and feminist students were major players in her hiring.

“When I think about my job interview, I have this image of a conference table
filled with women students, who were earnest and bright and determined, and
so conscientious with the forming and shaping of their new center,” she says.
Ixchel Rosal is earnest herself, her warm gaze inviting dialogue. “It was like
they were the midwives birthing a child,” she says, offering the perfect feminist
metaphor.

“The staff and myself feel a tremendous sense of responsibility to live out that
initial feminist intention,” Rosal tells me. “I was handed something really pre-
cious when I took this job. But in moving forward it’s been really difficult. All
those students have graduated.”

Why would young women on campus today say they are banging their heads
against a wall, now that the dream of earlier feminist students, the GSC, is a
reality?

Rosal says it has been hard to find women and feminists who want to use the
Center as a springboard for their own projects. In the GSC’s very busy first two
years, queer students have jumped on opportunities to create new program-
ming for themselves via the GSC. The Living With Pride workshop series, an
ongoing campaign for gender neutral bathrooms on behalf of transgender stu-
dents, and the Queer Students Alliance are just a few of the more visible activi-
ties students have produced with the GSC’s help.

As for programming specifically for women and feminists, “I see women who
care about these issues and want to talk about these issues,” says Rosal, “but to
find women who want to invest in a community of women, that’s been diffi-
cult.” The need is there: Rosal points to the GSC’s production of The Vagina
Monologues, which has packed the 1,000-seat LBJ Auditorium for each of the
last two years.

As a Women’s and Gender Studies professor, I too have wondered why it seems
that queer students (many of whom identify as feminist, of course) seem more
visible and active than students organizing specifically on behalf of women. In
fact the Women’s Resource Center, one of the key student organizations that
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lobbied for the GSC, was developed out of a final group project in my Introduc-
tion to Women’s Studies class in 1996. Liz Brenner, Leslie Bode, Sharon Barnes
and the other students who put their hearts and souls into finding space and
funding for the WRC were attempting to create visibility and longevity for femi-
nism at UT. Given this legacy, why does it seem we are still re-inventing the
wheel?

Is it just sexism, I sometimes wonder? In 2006, are women still socialized to
put others’ needs before their own? Does it take the mixed-gender context of
queer organizing to get women to make demands for themselves? I would hate
to think so. Alternatively, are women feeling comfortable enough at UT that
the spur of misogyny just isn’t painful enough to prompt feminist outrage?
Given the number of students who confide in me about experiences of sexual
harassment, violence, being unfairly treated by professors and employers, and
struggling to find equality in families and relationships, I doubt it. Like Ixchel
Rosal, I continue to try to find ways, in my case mainly through teaching, to
offer opportunities for feminist organizing. And I continue to long for a more
visible undergraduate feminist community.

Maybe I need it more than the students do.

Because one truth about undergraduate culture is that its generations are ex-
tremely short. After four years—okay, maybe five or six!—students take what
they’ve learned here and go elsewhere. Liz Brenner is now a crusading feminist
lawyer. Megan Little, who was in the 1996 class with Liz, is now a PhD student
in UT’s famed Rhetoric and Composition program, pursuing research on femi-
nist pedagogy. They and so many other great feminist undergraduates over the
years have scrambled over, crashed through, or just plain ignored the wall they
banged their heads against and are turning other walls in other places into
doorways.

At the Gender and Sexuality Center, meanwhile, the door is open.

Check out the resources of the Gender and Sexuality Center at
http://deanofstudents.utexas.edu/gsc/. Or contact Ixchel Rosal at (512) 232-
1831 or anaixchelrosal@mail.utexas.edu.
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There is No Superwoman:
Myths, Realities and Women Politicians

Sherri Greenberg
Fellow, Max Sherman Chair in State and Local Government
LBJ School of Public Affairs
The University of Texas at Austin

Introduction

There! I have said it! There is no Superwoman politician–she is a myth in the
world of women and politics. You remember Superwoman, a creation of Madi-
son Avenue advertising, perfect in every respect. She literally fried the bacon
for the family breakfast attired in her business suit, and then brought home the
bacon, without even so much as wrinkling her suit.

The myth of the Superwoman politician is equally untrue and unattainable. In
this article, I will address a number of the myths and realities associated with
being a woman politician, based on my ten years of experience as a member of
the Texas House of Representatives. More women, of all persuasions and affili-
ations, are becoming politicians in this global “state.” My goal is to help women
interested in entering political life, as well as to assist researchers studying
women politicians.

Myths

Myth #1 – You Must Be Superwoman

You do not need to be Superwoman to be a woman politician. In fact, you can
not be Superwoman, since she does not exist. However, you must have a clear
understanding of the tasks ahead in deciding whether to run for office and serve
as an elected official. In making the decision you must analyze the situation,
and look at the hard, cold facts. Are you a good fit for the position? What is your
profile, and what are your chances of winning the race? Are you prepared to
enter a political campaign as the candidate? Are you ready to make the sacri-
fices that serving in public office entails? Do you have a support network of
family and/or friends? Can you raise the money to fund a campaign and be
competitive?

Fundraising is an area that has been particularly challenging for many women
candidates. The challenge has occurred both because women candidates did
not have experience asking for money, and because many potential women
donors were not accustomed to making donations or did not have the money.
However, fundraising has become less difficult for women candidates as addi-
tional women have run for office, and as more women have obtained higher
wage jobs with more disposable income. Also, women have become more expe-
rienced at making political donations.

Myth #2 – You Must Decide at Birth

A common misconception among women is that you must decide as a child
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that you want a career in elected office. Nothing could be further from the truth.
Many women serving in elected office have had prior careers or raised families.
As I will discuss later in this article, I believe that “having a life” is one of the
best preparations for a woman politician.

Myth #3 – You Must Have a Law Degree

Another myth that women fall prey to is that you must have a law degree to run
for office, or to do a good job as an elected official. Certainly, a law degree is a
necessary prerequisite for a judicial position, but it is not required for most
other positions. A number of degrees and experiences are excellent prepara-
tion for holding various public offices. Again, the important point is finding a
good fit with your particular experience and the position that you are seeking.

Myth #4 – You Can Not Be in a Partnership

You certainly can be in a partnership, and many women politicians are. If you
are in a partnership, you must consider whether your partner is prepared to
share a life with a woman politician. You must have frank discussions regard-
ing the harsh realities of today’s political campaigns, the time commitments of
an elected official, and sometimes the negative economic consequences. Run-
ning for office and serving in office is a commitment for both the woman poli-
tician and her partner.

Myth #5 – You Can Not Have Children

Obviously, you can have children as a woman politician, and there are women
currently holding public office who do have children. When I first ran for the
Texas House of Representatives my oldest child was eighteen months old, and
I had my second child during my first term in office. Of course, I was pregnant
during legislative sessions, and I campaigned for re-election while pregnant
and with a newborn. As children get older different concerns arise. Only you
can make the personal decision regarding campaigning and serving while preg-
nant, with young children or with older children.

Myth #6 – Women Have a Disadvantage

There may be some particular challenges for women candidates such as
fundraising, and balancing families with campaigning and serving. Addition-
ally, in certain instances women may face negative attitudes. However, women
in general do not have a disadvantage in running for and holding elected office.
In fact, according to Debbie Walsh (2006), Director of the Center for American
Women and Politics at Rutgers University, in some cases women candidates
may have an advantage, since voters may consider them more trustworthy
(Merry 2006). At times voters have looked more favorably upon qualified
women candidates whom they considered to be outsiders and not part of the
old network (Palmer & Simon 2006).
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Realities

Reality #1 – You Can Not Have Everything

Since there is no Superwoman politician, you must realize that you can not
have everything. Life is not perfect, and you are not perfect. You will need the
help and support of friends and/or family. Also, some activities must fall by the
wayside and others must take second seat. What do you really want?

Reality #2 – You Must Make Decisions

If you do not like to make decisions, then think hard about running for or serv-
ing in public office. Every day is about making decisions, starting with balanc-
ing your personal life. As a public policy maker your job will entail making
daily decisions. Would a proposed policy be in the public interest? Would it be
in your constituents’ interest? How would it fit with your personal beliefs? These
are just a few of the daily decisions facing public policy makers.

Reality #3 – You Must Prioritize

You can not do everything, so you must prioritize. Ask yourself a lot of ques-
tions. How important are free time, personal space and activities to you? Could
you deal with very limited free time and personal space? How would you feel
about going to a rally rather than going to the gym or a movie?

Reality #4 – You Must Be Organized and Flexible

Good organization and planning skills are critical to the woman politician.
However, I used to tell people that I had every minute planned, but I was pre-
pared to rearrange everything at the drop of a hat. Despite the best planning
and organization, some situations will be beyond your control. Hence, flexibil-
ity also is a necessary trait.

Reality #5 – You Must Be Impervious to Insults

If you are very sensitive to insults, then running for and holding public office
probably is not for you. You must be impervious to perceived slights and have a
thick skin. Remember that most of the time approximately half of the people
are going to disagree with you.

Reality #6 – Women May Need to Try Harder

At times women politicians may need to try harder, both in their personal and
professional lives. They may be balancing family with campaigning and serv-
ing. However, I believe that “having a life” is imperative for women politicians.
Have a career and/or family, pursue your interests and be a real person. You
will be a happier person who does a better job in office and has a truer under-
standing of your constituents’ needs.

Also, not being part of the old network may have advantages for the woman
candidate, but it may pose additional challenges for the woman elected official
serving in office. You must forge a path that works for you, and you may need to
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prove yourself. Once you decide to run for office, go full steam ahead and never
look back.

Conclusion

There is no Superwoman politician. There never has been and there never will
be. In this global “state” women politicians come in all forms. They hold a vari-
ety of beliefs, but they have certain issues in common. Women politicians must
dispel the myths and face the realities. They must be able to fundraise, and
they must have the intestinal fortitude to run for and serve in elected office. A
woman politician constantly is making decisions, balancing and prioritizing,
and she may need to try harder. Also, she must be organized while remaining
flexible, and she must have a support network. Finally, I contend that “having
a life” is a key component for any woman politician.
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After three hours on the tarmac at Charles de Gaulle airport, on a very full plane,
we finally took off. The flight was too long, too hot; the space too small. By the
time we landed, I was exhausted. All I wanted to do was find my driver, then find
my hotel.

And then I stepped outside. The desert was quiet, cool, peaceful. Suddenly I was
wide awake and couldn’t take things in fast enough: the highway signs (Iraq
one way; Israel the other), the billboards, the mosques, the homes, the people.

These vivid images of my first few moments in Jordan, a voyage I made this past
summer, will long stay with me. My first international academic conference. My
first conference with a roster made up of more than graduate students. My first
trip to the Middle East. I was prepared to take it in, to learn, to be exposed.

I had traveled to Europe as an undergrad, slept in tiny pensiones in Italy, drank
German beer in pubs. I had gone thinking I was ready to discover the world
beyond the shores of my Atlantic and Pacific. I returned with the recognition
that I had so much left to learn.

Surely Jordan would be different. I had read Said’s Orientalism, Yegenoglu’s  Co-
lonial Fantasies, stumbled through Bhabha. About the geographic description
Middle East I asked, “middle of what and east of whom?!” And yet a hard reality
struck me as I cleared customs and made my way out of Queen Alia Interna-
tional Airport: I could talk about global feminism, the divide between it and West-
ern feminism, my intense–almost vehement–belief that we must move beyond
these constructs if global feminism is ever to truly exist. Still, as it turns out, I was
not really prepared for the geographic, cultural, intellectual and emotional voy-
age in front of me.

I tried (unsuccessfully at times) to hide my wondering eyes. I was determined not
to gawk, not be the stereotypical ugly American! I don’t think I was. Still, I was
taken aback. I could read all I wanted to. Now I was there. Where? Somewhere
outside the confines of my comfort zone. Somewhere new, greeted by different
customs and different expectations.

I realized that this could be anywhere, really. It could be Fargo or Fairbanks,
Palestine or Pakistan or Petra. Anywhere that existed outside of that which I knew
(or thought I knew), that challenged me to look beyond myself and what I had
read in my precious books.

I encountered women in full hijab working next to women in modern dress, both
managing hotels in Madaba. Bedouin women managed their small businesses
in Petra, be that business a donkey used to transport tired tourists or a souvenir
stand used to supply the expected.

I spent much of the trip annoyed with myself. Why? Because I noticed these
women, noticed the contradiction they represented for me. No, I don’t think I or
anyone else can end the suffering of the world’s women by removing their veils.
The academic, intellectual and personal concept of the hijab is far too complex
for such generalizations. And I was fairly confident that I had shed my Orientalist
underpinnings by exposing myself to its construction. In books. Still, I am a prod-
uct of the Western capitalist formula. I am a Western feminist who came of age
in the lipstick-toting Third Wave. Certain constructions necessarily accompany
those formulas.  (continued on back cover)
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